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 8-bit rs08 central processor unit (cpu)  simpli?d s08 instruction set with added high-performance instructions  lda, sta, and clr instructions support the short addressing mode; address $0000 to $001f can be accessed via a single-byte instruction  add, sub, inc, and dec instructions support the tiny addressing mode; address $0000 to $000f can be accessed via a single-byte instruction with reduced instruction cycle  shadow pc register instructions: sha and sla  pending interrupt indication  index addressing via d[x] and x register  direct page access to the entire memory map through paging window memory  on-chip flash eeprom  mc9rs08ka2: 2048 bytes  mc9rs08ka1: 1024 bytes  63 bytes on-chip ram power-saving modes  wait and stop  wakeup from power-saving modes using real-time interrupt (rti), kbi, or acmp clock source  ics  ?trimmable 20-mhz internal clock source  up to 10-mhz internal bus operation  0.2% trimmable resolution, 2% deviation over temperature and voltage range system protection  computer operating properly (cop) reset running off bus-independent clock source  low-voltage detection with reset or stop wakeup peripherals  mtim  ?8-bit modulo timer  acmp  ?analog comparator  full rail-to-rail supply operation  option to compare to ?ed internal bandgap reference voltage  can operate in stop mode  kbi  ?keyboard interrupt ports  three kbi ports in 6-pin package  five kbi ports in 8-pin package development support  background debug system  breakpoint capability to allow single breakpoint setting during in-circuit debug package options  6-pin dual ?t no lead (dfn) package  two general-purpose input/output (i/o) pins  one general-purpose input pin  one general-purpose output pin  8-pin plastic dual in-line pin (pdip) package  four general-purpose input/output (i/o) pins  one general-purpose input pin  one general-purpose output pin  8-pin narrow body soic package  four general-purpose input/output (i/o) pins  one general-purpose input pin  one general-purpose output pin mc9rs08ka2 features
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 mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 15 chapter 1 mc9rs08ka2 series device overview 1.1 overview the mc9rs08ka2 series microcontroller unit (mcu) is an extremely low-cost, small pin count device for home appliances, toys, and small geometry applications. this device is composed of standard on-chip modules including, a very small and highly ef?ient rs08 cpu core, 63 bytes ram, 2k bytes flash, an 8-bit modulo timer, keyboard interrupt, and analog comparator. the device is available in small 6- and 8-pin packages. 1.2 mcu block diagram the block diagram, figure 1-1 , shows the structure of the mc9rs08ka2 series mcu. figure 1-1. mc9rs08ka2 series block diagram rs08 core user flash user ram  ?63 bytes notes: (1) pins are software configurable with pullup/pulldown device if input port. (2) integrated pullup device enabled if reset enabled (rstpe=1). (3) these pins are not available in 6-pin package. power and pta v ss v dd internal clock source bdc rs08 system control rti cpu cop wakeup lvd reset and stop wakeup modes of operation power management 5-bit keyboard interrupt module pta0/kbip0/acmp+ (1) pta1/kbip1/acmp-  (1) pta2/kbip2/tclk/ reset/v pp (1),( 2) pta3/acmpo/bkgd/ms analog comparator module modulo timer module pta4/kbip4 (1),(3) pta5/kbip5 (1), (3) internal regulator ( kbi ) 5 tclk acmp- acmp+ acmpo ( ics )  ( acmp )  ( mtim ) mc9rs08ka2 ?2048 bytes mc9rs08ka1 ?1024 bytes

 chapter 1 mc9rs08ka2 series device overview mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 16 freescale semiconductor table 1-1  provides the functional versions of the on-chip modules. 1.3 system clock distribution figure 1-2. system clock distribution diagram figure 1-2 shows a simpli?d clock connection diagram for the mcu. the bus clock frequency is half of the ics output frequency and is used by all of the internal modules. table 1-1. block versions module version analog comparator (acmp) 1 keyboard interrupt (kbi) 1 modulo timer (mtim) 1 internal clock source (ics) 1 mtim bdc flash ics bdc bdc cpu system control logic rti rticlks 1-khz  2 icsout icsffclk icsirclk fixed clock (xclk) bus clock tclk cop  32

 mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 17 chapter 2 pins and connections 2.1 introduction this chapter describes signals that connect to package pins. it includes a pinout diagram, a table of signal properties, and a detailed discussion of signals. 2.2 device pin assignment figure 2-1  and figure 2-3  show the pin assignments in the packages available for the mc9rs08ka2 series. figure 2-1. mc9rs08ka2 series in 6-pin dfn figure 2-2. mc9rs08ka2 series in 8-pin pdip pta2/kbip2/tclk/ reset/v pp pta3/acmpo/bkgd/ms v dd v ss pta0/kbip0/acmp+ 1 2 3 6 5 4 pta1/kbip1/acmp- 1 pta2/kbip2/tclk/ reset/v pp pta3/acmpo/bkgd/ms v dd v ss pta4/kbip4 pta1/kbip1/acmp- pta0/kbip0/acmp+ pta5/kbip5 2 3 4 8 7 6 5

 chapter 2 pins and connections mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 18 freescale semiconductor figure 2-3. mc9rs08ka2 series in 8-pin narrow body soic 2.3 recommended system connections figure 2-4  shows reference connection for background debug and flash programming. figure 2-4. reference system connection diagram 2.4 pin detail this section provides a detailed description of system connections. pta2/kbip2/tclk/ reset/v pp pta3/acmpo/bkgd/ms v dd v ss pta4/kbip4 pta1/kbip1/acmp- pta0/kbip0/acmp+ pta5/kbip5 1 2 3 4 8 7 6 5 c buk 10   f c by 0.1  f v dd v dd v dd v ss bkgd/ms reset/v pp pta0/kbip0/acmp+ pta1/kbip1/acmp- mc9rs08ka2 background header pta4/kbip4 (note 1) pta5/kbip5 (note 1) notes: 1. this pin is not available in the 6-pin package.

 chapter 2 pins and connections mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 19 2.4.1 power v dd and v ss are the primary power supply pins for the mcu. this voltage source supplies power to all i/o buffer circuitry and to an internal voltage regulator. the internal voltage regulator provides a regulated lower-voltage source to the cpu and other internal circuitry of the mcu. typically, application systems have two separate capacitors across the power pins: a bulk electrolytic capacitor, such as a 10-  f tantalum capacitor, to provide bulk charge storage for the overall system, and a bypass capacitor, such as a 0.1-  f ceramic capacitor, located as near to the mcu power pins as practical to suppress high-frequency noise. 2.4.2 pta2/kbip2/tclk/ reset/v pp after a power-on reset (por) into user mode, the pta2/kbip2/tclk/ reset/v pp  pin defaults to a general-purpose input port pin, pta2. setting rstpe in sopt con?ures the pin to be the reset input pin. after con?ured as reset, the pin will remain as reset until the next por. the reset pin can be used to reset the mcu from an external source when the pin is driven low. when enabled as the reset pin (rstpe = 1), the internal pullup device is automatically enabled. external v pp  voltage (typically 12 v, see section a.10, ?lash speci?ations ? is required on this pin when performing flash programming or erasing. the v pp connection is always connected to the internal flash module regardless of the pin function. to avoid over stressing the flash, external v pp voltage must be removed and voltage higher than v dd  must be avoided when flash programming or erasing is not taking place. note this pin does not contain a clamp diode to v dd  and should not be driven above v dd  when flash programming or erasing is not taking place. 2.4.3 pta3/acmpo/bkgd/ms the background / mode select function is shared with an output-only pin on pta3 pin and the optional analog comparator output. while in reset, the pin functions as a mode select pin. immediately after reset rises, the pin functions as the background pin and can be used for background debug communication. while functioning as a background / mode select pin, this pin has an internal pullup device enabled. to use as an output-only port, bkgdpe in sopt must be cleared. if nothing is connected to this pin, the mcu will enter normal operating mode at the rising edge of reset. if a debug system is connected to the 6-pin standard background debug header, it can hold bkgd/ms low during the power-on-reset, which forces the mcu to active background mode. the bkgd pin is used primarily for background debug controller (bdc) communications using a custom protocol that uses 16 clock cycles of the target mcus bdc clock per bit time. the target mcus bdc clock equals the bus clock rate; therefore, no signi?ant capacitance should connected to the bkgd/ms pin that could interfere with background serial communications. although the bkgd pin is a pseudo open-drain pin, the background debug communication protocol provides brief, actively driven, high speedup pulses to ensure fast rise times. small capacitances from

 chapter 2 pins and connections mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 20 freescale semiconductor cables and the absolute value of the internal pullup device play almost no role in determining rise and fall times on the bkgd pin. 2.4.4 general-purpose i/o and peripheral ports the remaining pins are shared among general-purpose i/o and on-chip peripheral functions such as timers and analog comparator. immediately after reset, all of these pins are con?ured as high-impedance general-purpose inputs with internal pullup/pulldown devices disabled. note to avoid extra current drain from ?ating input pins, the reset initialization routine in the application program should either enable on-chip pullup/pulldown devices or change the direction of unused pins to outputs. table 2-1. pin sharing reference pin name direction pullup/pulldown 1 1 swc is software-controlled pullup/pulldown resistor; the register is associated with the respective port. alternative functions 2 2 alternative functions are listed lowest priority ?st. for example, gpio is the lowest priority alternative function of the pta0 pin; acmp+ is the highest priority alternative function of the pta0 pin. v dd  power v ss   ground pta0 i/o swc pta0 kbip0 acmp+ general-purpose input/output (gpio) keyboard interrupt (stop/wait wakeup only) analog comparator input pta1 i/o swc pta1 kbip1 acmp- general-purpose input/output (gpio) keyboard interrupt (stop/wait wakeup only) analog comparator input pta2 i swc 4 pta2 kbip2 tclk reset v pp general-purpose input keyboard interrupt (stop/wait wakeup only) modulo timer clock source reset v pp pta3 i/o 3 3 output-only when con?ured as pta3 function.  4 4 when pta2 or pta3 is con?ured as reset or bkgd/ms, respectively, pullup is enabled. when v pp is attached, pullup/pulldown is disabled automatically. pta3 acmpo bkgd ms general-purpose output analog comparator output background debug data mode select pta4 5 5 this pin is not available in 6-pin package. enabling either the pullup or pulldown device is recommended to prevent extra current leakage from the ?ating input pin. i/o swc pta4 kbip4 general-purpose input/output (gpio) keyboard interrupt (stop/wait wakeup only) pta5 5 i/o swc pta5 kbip5 general-purpose input/output (gpio) keyboard interrupt (stop/wait wakeup only)

 mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 21 chapter 3 modes of operation 3.1 introduction this chapter describes the operating modes of the mc9rs08ka2 series are described in this chapter. it also details entry into each mode, exit from each mode, and functionality while in each of the modes. 3.2 features  active background mode for code development  wait mode:  cpu shuts down to conserve power  system clocks continue to run  full voltage regulation is maintained  stop mode:  system clocks are stopped; voltage regulator in standby  all internal circuits remain powered for fast recovery 3.3 run mode this is the normal operating mode for the mc9rs08ka2 series. this mode is selected when the bkgd/ms pin is high at the rising edge of reset. in this mode, the cpu executes code from internal memory with execution beginning at the address $3ffd. a jmp instruction (opcode $bc) with operand located at $3ffe?3fff must be programmed for correct reset operation into the user application. the operand de?es the location at which the user program will start. instead of using the vector fetching process as in hc08/s08 families, the user program is responsible for performing a jmp instruction to relocate the program counter to the correct user program start location. 3.4 active background mode the active background mode functions are managed through the background debug controller (bdc) in the rs08 core. the bdc provides the means for analyzing mcu operation during software development. active background mode is entered in any of four ways:  when the bkgd/ms pin is low during power-on-reset (por) or immediately after issuing a background debug force reset (bdc_reset) command  when a background command is received through the bkgd pin  when a bgnd instruction is executed

 chapter 3 modes of operation mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 22 freescale semiconductor  when a bdc breakpoint is encountered after active background mode is entered, the cpu is held in a suspended state waiting for serial background commands rather than executing instructions from the user application program. background commands are of two types:  non-intrusive commands, de?ed as commands that can be issued while the user program is running, can be issued through the bkgd pin while the mcu is in run mode. non-intrusive commands can also be executed when the mcu is in the active background mode. non-intrusive commands include:  memory access commands  memory-access-with-status commands  background command  active background commands, which can be executed only while the mcu is in active background mode, include commands to:  read or write cpu registers  trace one user program instruction at a time  leave active background mode to return to the user application program (go) active background mode is used to program user application code into the flash program memory before the mcu is operated in run mode for the ?st time. when the mc9rs08ka2 series is shipped from the freescale semiconductor factory, the flash program memory is usually erased so there is no program that could be executed in run mode until the flash memory is initially programmed. the active background mode can also be used to erase and reprogram the flash memory after it has been previously programmed. for additional information about the active background mode, refer to the development support  chapter of this data sheet. 3.5 wait mode wait mode is entered by executing a wait instruction. upon execution of the wait instruction, the cpu enters a low-power state in which it is not clocked. the program counter (pc) is halted at the position where the wait instruction is executed. when an interrupt request occurs: 1. mcu exits wait mode and resumes processing. 2. pc is incremented by one and fetches the next instruction to be processed. it is the responsibility of the user program to probe the corresponding interrupt source that woke the mcu, because no vector fetching process is involved. while the mcu is in wait mode, not all background debug commands can be used. only the background command and memory-access-with-status commands are available when the mcu is in wait mode. the memory-access-with-status commands do not allow memory access, but they report an error indicating that the mcu is in either stop or wait mode. the background command can be used to wake the mcu from wait mode and enter active background mode.

 chapter 3 modes of operation mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 23 table 3-1  summarizes the behavior of the mcu in wait mode. 3.6 stop mode stop mode is entered upon execution of a stop instruction when the stope bit in the system option register is set. in stop mode, all internal clocks to the cpu and the modules are halted. if the stope bit is not set when the cpu executes a stop instruction, the mcu will not enter stop mode and an illegal opcode reset is forced. table 3-2  summarizes the behavior of the mcu in stop mode. upon entering stop mode, all of the clocks in the mcu are halted. the ics is turned off by default when the irefsten bit is cleared and the voltage regulator is put in standby. the states of all of the internal registers and logic, as well as the ram content, are maintained. the i/o pin states are held. exit from stop is done by asserting reset, any asynchronous interrupt that has been enabled, or the real-time interrupt. the asynchronous interrupts are the kbi pins, lvd interrupt, or the acmp interrupt. if stop is exited by asserting the reset pin, the mcu will be reset and program execution starts at location $3ffd. if exited by means of an asynchronous interrupt or real-time interrupt, the next instruction after the location where the stop instruction was executed will be executed accordingly. it is the responsibility of the user program to probe for the corresponding interrupt source that woke the cpu. a separate self-clocked source (  1 khz) for the real-time interrupt allows a wakeup from stop mode with no external components. when rtis = 000, the real-time interrupt function and the 1-khz source are disabled. power consumption is lower when the 1-khz source is disabled, but in that case, the real-time interrupt cannot wake the mcu from stop. the trimmed 32-khz clock in the ics module can also be enabled for the real-time interrupt to allow a wakeup from stop mode with no external components. the 32-khz clock reference is enabled by setting table 3-1. wait mode behavior mode cpu digital peripherals ics acmp regulator i/o pins rti wait standby optionally on on optionally on on states held optionally on table 3-2. stop mode behavior mode cpu digital peripherals ics 1 1 ics requires irefsten = 1 and lvde and lvdse must be set to allow operation in stop. acmp 2 2 if bandgap reference is required, the lvde and lvdse bits in the spmsc1 must both be set before entering stop. regulator i/o pins rti 3 3 if the 32-khz trimmed clock in the ics module is selected as the clock source for the rti, lvde and lvdse bits in the spmsc1 must both be set before entering stop. stop standby standby optionally on optionally on standby states held optionally on

 chapter 3 modes of operation mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 24 freescale semiconductor the irefsten bit. for the ics to run in stop, the lvde and lvdse bits in the spmsc1 must both be set before entering stop. 3.6.1 active bdm enabled in stop mode entry into active background mode from run mode is enabled if the enbdm bit in bdcscr is set. this register is described in the development support chapter of this data sheet. if enbdm is set when the cpu executes a stop instruction, the system clocks to the background debug logic remain active when the mcu enters stop mode so background debug communication is still possible. in addition, the voltage regulator does not enter its low-power standby state; it maintains full internal regulation. most background commands are not available in stop mode. the memory-access-with-status commands do not allow memory access, but they report an error indicating that the mcu is in either stop or wait mode. the background command can be used to wake the mcu from stop and enter active background mode if the enbdm bit is set. after active background mode is entered, all background commands are available. table 3-3  summarizes the behavior of the mcu in stop when entry into the active background mode is enabled. 3.6.2 lvd enabled in stop mode the lvd system is capable of generating either an interrupt or a reset when the supply voltage drops below the lvd voltage. if the lvd is enabled in stop (lvde and lvdse bits in spmsc1 both set) at the time the cpu executes a stop instruction, the voltage regulator remains active. table 3-4  summarizes the behavior of the mcu in stop when lvd reset is enabled. table 3-3. bdm enabled stop mode behavior mode cpu digital peripherals ics acmp regulator i/o pins rti stop standby standby on optionally on on states held optionally on table 3-4. lvd enabled stop mode behavior mode cpu digital peripherals ics acmp regulator i/o pins rti stop standby standby optionally on optionally on on states held optionally on

 mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 25 chapter 4 memory 4.1 memory map the memory map of the mcu is divided into the following groups:  fast access ram using tiny and short instructions ($0000?000e 1 )  indirect data access d[x] ($000e)  index register x for d[x] ($000f)  frequently used peripheral registers ($0010?001e)  pagesel register ($001f)  ram ($0020?004f)  paging window ($00c0?00ff)  other peripheral registers ($0200?023f)  nonvolatile memory  mc9rs08ka2: $3800?3fff  mc9rs08ka1: $3c00?3fff 1. physical ram in $000e can be accessed through the d[x] register when the content of the index register x is $0e.

 chapter 4 memory mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 26 freescale semiconductor figure 4-1. mc9rs08ka2 series memory maps d[x] register x fast access ram 14 bytes frequently used registers high page registers $000e $000f $0000 $000d $0010 $001e $0200 $023f ram 48 bytes $0020 $004f paging window $00c0 $00ff flash $3800 $3ffb 2044 bytes unimplemented unimplemented nvopt $3ffc $3ffd $3fff flash pagesel $001f unimplemented page register $00 $08 (reset value) $e0 content mc9rs08ka2 mc9rs08ka1 d[x] register x fast access ram 14 bytes frequently used registers high page registers $000e $000f $0000 $000d $0010 $001e $0200 $023f ram 48 bytes $0020 $004f paging window $00c0 $00ff flash $3c00 $3ffb 1020 bytes unimplemented unimplemented nvopt $3ffc $3ffd $3fff flash pagesel $001f unimplemented page register $00 $08 (reset value) $f0 content

 chapter 4 memory mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 27 4.2 unimplemented memory attempting to access either data or an instruction at an unimplemented memory address will cause reset. 4.3 indexed/indirect addressing register d[x] and register x together perform the indirect data access. register d[x] is mapped to address $000e. register x is located in address $000f. the 8-bit register x contains the address that is used when register d[x] is accessed. register x is cleared to zero upon reset. by programming register x, any location on the ?st page ($0000?00ff) can be read/written via register d[x]. figure 4-2  shows the relationship between d[x] and register x. for example, in hc08/s08 syntax lda ,x  is comparable to lda d[x]  in rs08 coding when register x has been programmed with the index value. the physical location of $000e is in ram. accessing the location through d[x] returns $000e ram content when register x contains $0e. the physical location of $000f is register x, itself. reading the location through d[x] returns register x content; writing to the location modi?s register x. figure 4-2. indirect addressing registers 4.4 ram and register addresses and bit assignments the fast access ram area can be accessed by instructions using tiny, short, and direct addressing mode instructions. for tiny addressing mode instructions, the operand is encoded along with the opcode to a single byte. d[x] register x content of this location can be accessed via d[x] $000e $000f $00ff address indicated in $0100 register x can specify any location between $0000?00ff register x $0000

 chapter 4 memory mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 28 freescale semiconductor frequently used registers can make use of the short addressing mode instructions for faster load, store, and clear operations. for short addressing mode instructions, the operand is encoded along with the opcode to a single byte. table 4-1. register summary address register name bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 bit 0 $0000 $000d fast access ram $000e d[x] 1 bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 bit 0 $000f x bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 bit 0 $00 10 ptad 0 0 ptad5 ptad4 ptad3 ptad2 ptad1 ptad0 $00 11 ptadd 0 0 ptadd5 ptadd4 0 0 ptadd1 ptadd0 $00 12 unimplemented         $00 13 acmpsc acme acbgs acf acie aco acope acmod $00 14 icsc1 0 clks 0 0 0 0 0 irefsten $00 15 icsc2 bdiv 0 0lp 0 0 0 $00 16 icstrm trim $00 17 icssc 0 0 0 0 0 clkst 0 ftrim $00 18 mtimsc tof toie trst tstp 0 0 0 0 $00 19 mtimclk 0 0 clks ps $00 1a mtimcnt count $00 1b mtimmod mod $00 1c kbisc 0 0 0 0 kbf kback kbie kbimod $00 1d kbipe   kbipe5 kbipe4  kbipe2 kbipe1 kbipe0 $00 1e kbies   kbedg5 kbedg4  kbedg2 kbedg1 kbedg0 $001f pagesel ad13 ad12 ad11 ad10 ad9 ad8 ad7 ad6 $0020 $004f ram $0050 $00bf unimplemented         $00c0 $00ff paging window $0100 $01ff unimplemented         $0200 srs por pin cop ilop ilad 0lvd 0 $0201 sopt cope copt stope 0 0 0 bkgdpe rstpe $0202 sip1    kbi acmp mtim rti lvd $0203 unimplemented         $0204 reserved         $0205 unimplemented         $0206 sdidh rev3 rev2 rev1 rev0 id $0207 sdidl id $0208 srtisc rtif rtiack rticlks rtie 0 rtis $0209 spmsc1 lvdf lvdack lvdie lvdre lvdse lvde 0 bgbe $020a reserved         $020b reserved         = unimplemented or reserved

 chapter 4 memory mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 29 4.5 ram the device includes two sections of static ram. the locations from $0000 to $000d can be directly accessed using the more ef?ient tiny addressing mode instructions and short addressing mode instructions. location $000e ram can either be accessed through d[x] register when register x is $0e or through the paging window location $00ce when pagesel register is $00. the second section of ram starts from $0020 to $004f, and it can be accessed using direct addressing mode instructions. the ram retains data when the mcu is in low-power wait and stop mode. ram data is unaffected by any reset provided that the supply voltage does not drop below the minimum value for ram retention. 4.6 flash the flash memory is intended primarily for program storage. in-circuit programming allows the operating program to be loaded into the flash memory after ?al assembly of the application product. it is possible to program the entire array through the single-wire background debug interface. because the device does not include on-chip charge pump circuitry, external v pp is required for program and erase operations. 4.6.1 features features of the flash memory include: $020c $020f unimplemented         $0210 fopt 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 secd $0211 flcr 0 0 0 0 hven mass 0 pgm $0212 $0213 reserved         $0214 $021f unimplemented                 $0220 ptape 0 0 ptape5 ptape4 0 ptape2 ptape1 ptape0 $0221 ptapud 0 0 ptapud5 ptapud4 0 ptapud2 ptapud1 ptapud0 $0222 ptase 0 0 ptase5 ptase4 ptase3 0 ptase1 ptase0 $0223 $023f unimplemented         $3ff8 reserved         $3ff9 reserved         $3ffa 2 reserved reserved for room temperature ics trim $3ffb 2 reserved reserved ftrim $3ffc  nvopt 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 secd 1 physical ram in $000e can be accessed through d[x] register when the content of the index register x is $0e. 2 if using the mcu untrimmed, $3ffa and $3ffb may be used by applications. table 4-1. register summary (continued) address register name bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 bit 0 = unimplemented or reserved

 chapter 4 memory mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 30 freescale semiconductor  up to 1000 program/erase cycles at typical voltage and temperature  security feature for flash 4.6.2 flash programming procedure programming of flash memory is done on a row basis. a row consists of 64 consecutive bytes starting from addresses $3x00, $3x40, $3x80, or $3xc0. use the following procedure to program a row of flash memory: 1. apply external v pp . 2. set the pgm bit. this con?ures the memory for program operation and enables the latching of address and data for programming. 3. write any data to any flash location, via the high page accessing window $00c0?00ff, within the address range of the row to be programmed. (prior to the data writing operation, the pagesel register must be con?ured correctly to map the high page accessing window to the corresponding flash row). 4. wait for a time, t nvs . 5. set the hven bit. 6. wait for a time, t pgs . 7. write data to the flash location to be programmed. 8. wait for a time, t prog . 9. repeat steps 7 and 8 until all bytes within the row are programmed. 10. clear the pgm bit. 11. wait for a time, t nvh . 12. clear the hven bit. 13. after time, t rcv , the memory can be accessed in read mode again. 14. remove external v pp . this program sequence is repeated throughout the memory until all data is programmed. note flash memory cannot be programmed or erased by software code executed from flash locations. to program or erase flash, commands must be executed from ram or bdc commands. user code should not enter wait or stop during erase or program sequence. these operations must be performed in the order shown; other unrelated operations may occur between the steps. 4.6.3 flash mass erase operation use the following procedure to mass erase the entire flash memory: 1. apply external v pp . 2. set the mass bit in the flash control register.

 chapter 4 memory mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 31 3. write any data to any flash location, via the high page accessing window $00c0?00ff. (prior to the data writing operation, the pagesel register must be con?ured correctly to map the high page accessing window to the any flash locations). 4. wait for a time, t nvs . 5. set the hven bit. 6. wait for a time t me . 7. clear the mass bit. 8. wait for a time, t nvh1 . 9. clear the hven bit. 10. after time, t rcv , the memory can be accessed in read mode again. 11. remove external v pp . note flash memory cannot be programmed or erased by software code executed from flash locations. to program or erase flash, commands must be executed from ram or bdc commands. user code should not enter wait or stop during an erase or program sequence. these operations must be performed in the order shown, but other unrelated operations may occur between the steps. 4.6.4 security the mc9rs08ka2 series includes circuitry to help prevent unauthorized access to the contents of flash memory. when security is engaged, flash is considered a secure resource. the ram, direct-page registers, and background debug controller are considered unsecured resources. attempts to access a secure memory location through the background debug interface, or whenever bkgdpe is set, are blocked (reads return all 0s). security is engaged or disengaged based on the state of a nonvolatile register bit (secd) in the fopt register. during reset, the contents of the nonvolatile location nvopt are copied from flash into the working fopt register in high-page register space. a user engages security by programming the nvopt location, which can be done at the same time the flash memory is programmed. notice the erased state (secd = 1) makes the mcu unsecure. when secd in nvopt is programmed (secd =  0), next time the device is reset via por, internal reset, or external reset, security is engaged. in order to disengage security, mass erase must be performed via bdm commands and followed by any reset. the separate background debug controller can still be used for registers and ram access. flash mass erase is possible by writing to the flash control register that follows the flash mass erase procedure listed in section 4.6.3, ?lash mass erase operation , via bdm commands. security can always be disengaged through the background debug interface by following these steps: 1. mass erase flash via background bdm commands or ram loaded program. 2. perform reset and the device will boot up with security disengaged.

 chapter 4 memory mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 32 freescale semiconductor note when the device boots up to normal operating mode, where ms pin is high during reset, with secd programmed (secd = 0), flash security is engaged. bkgdpe is reset to 0, and all bdm communication is blocked, and background debug is not allowed. 4.7 flash registers and control bits the flash module has a nonvolatile register, nvopt ($3ffc), in flash memory which is copied into the corresponding control register, fopt ($0210), at reset. 4.7.1 flash options register (fopt and nvopt) during reset, the contents of the nonvolatile location nvopt is copied from flash into fopt. bits 7 through 1 are not used and always read 0. this register may be read at any time, but writes have no meaning or effect. to change the value in this register, erase and reprogram the nvopt location in flash memory as usual and then issue a new mcu reset. 76543210 r0000000 secd w reset this register is loaded from nonvolatile location nvopt during reset. = unimplemented or reserved figure 4-3. flash options register (fopt) table 4-2. fopt field descriptions field description 0 secd security state code  this bit ?ld determines the security state of the mcu. when the mcu is secured, the contents of flash memory cannot be accessed by instructions from any unsecured source including the background debug interface; refer to section 4.6.4, ?ecurity ? 0 security engaged. 1 security disengaged.

 chapter 4 memory mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 33 4.7.2 flash control register (flcr) 4.8 page select register (pagesel) there is a 64-byte window ($00c0?00ff) in the direct-page reserved for paging access. programming the page select register determines the corresponding 64-byte block on the memory map for direct-page access. for example, when the pagesel register is programmed with value $08, the high page registers ($0200?023f) can be accessed through the paging window ($00c0?00ff) via direct addressing mode instructions. 76543210 r0000 hven mass 0 pgm 1 w reset 00000000 = unimplemented or reserved figure 4-4. flash control register (flcr) table 4-3. flcr field descriptions field description 3 hven high voltage enable  ?this read/write bit enables high voltages to the flash array for program and erase operations. hven can be set only if either pgm = 1 or mass = 1 and the proper sequence for program or erase is followed. 0 high voltage disabled to array. 1 high voltage enabled to array. 2 mass mass erase control bit  ?this read/write bit con?ures the memory for mass erase operation. 0 mass erase operation not selected. 1 mass erase operation selected. 0 pgm 1 1 when flash security is engaged, writing to pgm bit has no effect. as a result, flash programming is not allowed. program control bit  ?this read/write bit con?ures the memory for program operation. pgm is interlocked with the mass bit such that both bits cannot be equal to 1 or set to 1 at the same time. 0 program operation not selected. 1 program operation selected. 76543210 r ad13 ad12 ad11 ad10 ad9 ad8 ad7 ad6 w reset 00001000 figure 4-5. page select register (pagesel) table 4-4. pagesel field descriptions field description 7:0 ad[13:6] page selector  these bits de?e the address line bit 6 to bit 13, which determines the 64-byte block boundary of the memory block accessed via the direct page window. see figure 4-6  and table 4-5 .

 chapter 4 memory mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 34 freescale semiconductor table 4-5  shows the memory block to be accessed through paging window ($00c0?00ff). note physical location $0000-$000e is ram. physical location $000f is register x. d[x] register is mapped to address $000e only. the physical ram in $000e can be accessing through d[x] register when x register is either $0e or $ce with pagesel is $00. when pagesel register is $00, paging window is mapped to the ?st page ($00-$3f). paged location $00c0?00ce is mapped to physical location $0000-$000e, i.e., ram. paged location $00cf is mapped to register x. therefore, accessing address $ce returns the physical ram content in $000e, accessing address $000e returns d[x] register content. 14-bit memory address start address of memory block selected 000000 ad[13:6] figure 4-6. memory block boundary selector table 4-5. paging window for $00c0?00ff page memory address $00 $0000?003f $01 $0040?007f $02 $0080?00bf $03 $00c0?00ff $04 $0100?013f . . . . . . $fe $3f80?3fbf $ff $3fc0?3fff

 mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 35 chapter 5 resets, interrupts, and general system control 5.1 introduction this chapter discusses basic reset and interrupt mechanisms and the various sources of reset and interrupt in the mc9rs08ka2 series. some interrupt sources from peripheral modules are discussed in greater detail within other chapters of this data sheet. this chapter gathers basic information about all reset and interrupt sources in one place for easy reference. a few reset and wakeup sources, including the computer operating properly (cop) watchdog and real-time interrupt (rti), are not part of on-chip peripheral systems with their own chapters but are part of the system control logic. 5.2 features reset and interrupt features include:  multiple sources of reset for ?xible system con?uration and reliable operation  system reset status register (srs) to indicate the source of the most recent reset  system interrupt pending register (sip1) to indicate the status of pending system interrupts  analog comparator interrupt with enable  keyboard interrupt with enable  low-voltage detect interrupt with enable  modulo timer interrupt with enable  real-time interrupt with enable; available in stop with multiple rates based on a separate 1-khz self-clocked source 5.3 mcu reset resetting the mcu provides a way to start processing from a known set of initial conditions. during reset, most control and status registers are forced to initial values and the program counter is started from location $3ffd. a jmp instruction (opcode $bc) with operand located at $3ffe?3fff must be programmed into the user application for correct reset operation. the operand de?es the location at which the user program will start. on-chip peripheral modules are disabled and i/o pins are initially con?ured as general-purpose high-impedance inputs with pullup/pulldown devices disabled. the mc9rs08ka2 series has seven sources for reset:  external pin reset (pin) ?enabled using rstpe in sopt  power-on reset (por)  low-voltage detect (lvd)

 chapter 5 resets, interrupts, and general system control mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 36 freescale semiconductor  computer operating properly (cop) timer  illegal opcode detect (ilop)  illegal address detect (ilad)  background debug forced reset via bdc command bdc_reset each of these sources, with the exception of the background debug forced reset, has an associated bit in the system reset status register (srs). 5.4 computer operating properly (cop) watchdog the cop watchdog is intended to force a system reset if the application software fails to execute as expected. to prevent a system reset from the cop timer (when it is enabled), application software must reset the cop counter periodically. if the application program gets lost and fails to reset the cop counter before it times out, a system reset is generated to force the system back to a known starting point. after any reset, the cope becomes set in sopt, which enables the cop watchdog (see section 5.8.2, ?ystem options register (sopt) , for additional information). if the cop watchdog is not used in an application, it can be disabled by clearing cope. the cop counter is reset by writing any value to the address of srs. this write does not affect the data in the read-only srs. instead, the act of writing to this address is decoded and sends a reset signal to the cop counter. there is an associated short and long time-out controlled by copt in sopt. table 5-1  summaries the control functions of the copt bit. the cop watchdog operates from the 1-khz clock source and defaults to the associated long time-out (2 8  cycles). even if the application will use the reset default settings of cope and copt, the user should write to the write-once sopt registers during reset initialization to lock in the settings. that way, they cannot be changed accidentally if the application program gets lost. the initial write to sopt will reset the cop counter. in background debug mode, the cop counter will not increment. when the mcu enters stop mode, the cop counter is re-initialized to zero upon entry to stop mode. the cop counter begins from zero as soon as the mcu exits stop mode. 5.5 interrupts the mc9rs08ka2 series does not include an interrupt controller with vector table lookup mechanism as used on the hc08 and hcs08 devices. however, the interrupt sources from modules such as lvd, kbi, table 5-1. cop con?uration options copt cop over?w count 1 1 values shown in this column are based on t rti  1 ms. see t rti in the section a.9.1, ?ontrol timing , for the tolerance of this value. 02 5 cycles (32 ms) 12 8  cycles (256 ms)

 chapter 5 resets, interrupts, and general system control mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 37 and acmp are still available to wake the cpu from wait or stop mode. it is the responsibility of the user application to poll the corresponding module to determine the source of wakeup. each wakeup source of the module is associated with a corresponding interrupt enable bit. if the bit is disabled, the interrupt source is gated, and that particular source cannot wake the cpu from wait or stop mode. however, the corresponding interrupt ?g will still be set to indicate that an external wakeup event has occurred. the system interrupt pending register (sip1) indicates the status of the system pending interrupt. when the read-only bit of the sip1 is enabled, it shows there is a pending interrupt to be serviced from the indicated module. writing to the register bit has no effect. the pending interrupt ?g will be cleared automatically when the all corresponding interrupt ?gs from the indicated module are cleared. 5.6 low-voltage detect (lvd) system the mc9rs08ka2 series includes a system to protect against low voltage conditions in order to protect memory contents and control mcu system states during supply voltage variations. the system is comprised of a power-on reset (por) circuit and an lvd circuit with a prede?ed trip voltage. the lvd circuit is enabled with lvde in spmsc1. the lvd is disabled upon entering stop mode unless lvdse is set in spmsc1. if lvdse and lvde are both set, the current consumption in stop with the lvd enabled will be greater. 5.6.1 power-on reset operation when power is initially applied to the mcu, or when the supply voltage drops below the v por level, the por circuit will cause a reset condition. as the supply voltage rises, the lvd circuit will hold the mcu in reset until the supply has risen above the v lv d level. both the por bit and the lvd bit in srs are set following a por. 5.6.2 lvd reset operation the lvd can be con?ured to generate a reset upon detection of a low voltage condition by setting lvdre to 1. after an lvd reset has occurred, the lvd system will hold the mcu in reset until the supply voltage has risen above the level v lvd . the lvd bit in the srs register is set following either an lvd reset or por. 5.6.3 lvd interrupt operation when a low voltage condition is detected and the lvd circuit is con?ured using spmsc1 for interrupt operation (lvde set, lvdie set, and lvdre clear), lvdf in spmsc1 will be set and an lvd interrupt request will occur. 5.7 real-time interrupt (rti) the real-time interrupt function can be used to generate periodic interrupts. the rti is driven from either the 1-khz internal clock reference or the trimmed 32-khz internal clock reference from the ics module. the 32-khz internal clock reference is divided by 32 by the rti logic to produce a trimmed 1-khz clock

 chapter 5 resets, interrupts, and general system control mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 38 freescale semiconductor for applications requiring more accurate real-time interrupts. the rticlks bit in srtisc is used to select the rti clock source. both the1-khz and 32-khz clock sources for the rti can be used when the mcu is in run, wait or stop mode. for the 32-khz clock source to run in stop, the lvde and lvdse bits in the spmsc1 must both be set before entering stop. the srtisc register includes a read-only status ?g, a write-only acknowledge bit, and a 3-bit control value (rtis) used to select one of seven wakeup periods or disable rti. the rti has a local interrupt enable, rtie, to allow masking of the real-time interrupt. the rti can be disabled by writing each bit of rtis to 0s, and no interrupts will be generated. see section 5.8.4, ?ystem real-time interrupt status and control register (srtisc) , for detailed information about this register. 5.8 reset, interrupt, and system control registers and control bits refer to the direct-page register summary in chapter 4, ?emory , for the absolute address assignments for all registers. this section refers to registers and control bits only by their names. a freescale-provided equate or header ?e is used to translate these names into the appropriate absolute addresses. some control bits in the sopt register are related to modes of operation. although brief descriptions of these bits are provided here, the related functions are discussed in greater detail in chapter 3, ?odes of operation ? 5.8.1 system reset status register (srs) this high page register includes read-only status ?gs to indicate the source of the most recent reset. when a debug host forces reset by the bdc_reset command, all of the status bits in srs will be cleared . writing any value to this register address clears the cop watchdog timer without affecting the contents of this register. the reset state of these bits depends on what caused the mcu to reset. figure 5-1. system reset status (srs) 76543210 r por pin cop ilop ilad 0 lvd 0 w writing any value to srs address clears cop watchdog timer. por: 10000010 lvr:00000010 any other reset: 0 note 1 note 1 note 1 note 1 0 0 0 1. any of these reset sources that are active at the time of reset entry will cause the corresponding bit(s) to be set; bits corresponding to sources that are not active at the time of reset entry will be cleared.

 chapter 5 resets, interrupts, and general system control mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 39 5.8.2 system options register (sopt) this high page register is a write-once register so only the ?st write after reset is honored. it can be read at any time. any subsequent attempt to write to sopt (intentionally or unintentionally) is ignored to avoid accidental changes to these sensitive settings. sopt must be written during the users reset initialization program to set the desired controls even if the desired settings are the same as the reset settings. 1. when the device is reset into normal operating mode (ms is high during reset), bkgdpe is reset to 1 if flash security is disengaged (secd = 1); bkgdpe is reset to 0 if flash security is engaged (secd = 0). when the device is reset into active bdm mode (ms is low during reset), bkgdpe is always reset to 1 such that bdm communication is allowed. table 5-2. srs field descriptions field description 7 por power-on reset  reset was caused by the power-on detection logic. because the internal supply voltage was ramping up at the time, the low-voltage reset (lvr) status bit is also set to indicate that the reset occurred while the internal supply was below the lvr threshold. 0 reset not caused by por. 1 por caused reset. 6 pin external reset pin  ?reset was caused by an active-low level on the external reset pin. 0 reset not caused by external reset pin. 1 external reset pin caused reset. 5 cop computer operating properly (cop) watchdog  reset was caused by the cop watchdog timer timing out. this reset source can be blocked by cope = 0. 0 reset not caused by cop timeout. 1 cop timeout caused reset. 4 ilop illegal opcode  reset was caused by an attempt to execute an unimplemented or illegal opcode. the stop instruction is considered illegal if stop is disabled by stope = 0 in the sopt register. the bgnd instruction is considered illegal if active background mode is disabled by enbdm = 0 in the bdcsc register. 0 reset not caused by an illegal opcode. 1 an illegal opcode caused reset. 3 ilad illegal address  reset was caused by an attempt to access either data or an instruction at an unimplemented memory address. 0 reset not caused by an illegal address. 1 an illegal address caused reset. 1 lv d low voltage detect  if the lvdre bit is set and the supply drops below the lvd trip voltage, an lvd reset will occur. this bit is also set by por. 0 reset not caused by lvd trip or por. 1 either lvd trip or por caused reset. 76543210 r cope copt stope 000 bkgdpe rstpe w reset: 1100001  (note 1) u por: 1100001  (note1) 0 = unimplemented or reserved u = unaffected figure 5-2. system options register 1 (sopt)

 chapter 5 resets, interrupts, and general system control mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 40 freescale semiconductor 5.8.3 system device identi?ation register (sdidh, sdidl) these high page read-only registers are included so host development systems can identify the rs08 derivative and revision number. this allows the development software to recognize where speci? memory blocks, registers, and control bits are located in a target mcu. 1. the revision number that is hard coded into these bits re?cts the current silicon revision level. figure 5-3. system device identi?ation register ?high (sdidh) table 5-3. sopt register field descriptions field description 7 cope cop watchdog enable  ?this write-once bit selects whether the cop watchdog is enabled. 0 cop watchdog timer disabled. 1 cop watchdog timer enabled (force reset on timeout). 6 copt cop watchdog timeout  ?this write-once bit selects the timeout period of the cop. 0 short timeout period selected. 1 long timeout period selected. 5 stope stop mode enable  ?this write-once bit is used to enable stop mode. if stop mode is disabled and a user program attempts to execute a stop instruction, an illegal opcode reset is forced. 0 stop mode disabled. 1 stop mode enabled. 1 bkgdpe 1,2 1 when the device is reset into normal operating mode (ms is high during reset), bkgdpe is reset to 1 if flash security is disengaged (secd = 1); bkgdpe is reset to 0 if flash security is engaged (secd = 0). when the device is reset into active bdm mode (ms is low during reset), bkgdpe is always reset to 1 such that bdm communication is allowed. 2 bkgdpe can only write once from value 1 to 0. writing from value 0 to 1 by user software is not allowed. bkgdpe can be changed back to 1 only by a por or reset with proper condition as stated in note 1. background debug mode pin enable  ?this write-once bit when set enables the pta3/acmpo/bkgd/ms pin to function as bkgd/ms. when clear, the pin functions as one of its output only alternative functions. this pin defaults to the bkgd/ms function following any mcu reset. 0 pta3/acmpo/bkgd/ms pin functions as pta3 or acmpo. 1 pta3/acmpo/bkgd/ms pin functions as bkgd/ms. 0 rstpe reset pin enable  when set, this write-once bit enables the pta2/kbip2/tclk/ reset/v pp pin to function as reset. when clear, the pin functions as one of its input-only alternative functions. this pin is input-only port function following an mcu por. when rstpe is set, an internal pullup device is enabled on reset. 0 pta2/kbip2/tclk/ reset/v pp  pin functions as pta2/kbip2/tclk/v pp . 1 pta2/kbip2/tclk/ reset/v pp  pin functions as reset/v pp . 76543210 r rev3 rev2 rev1 rev0 id11 id10 id9 id8 w reset: 0 (note 1) 0 (note 1) 0 (note 1) 0 (note 1) 1000 = unimplemented or reserved

 chapter 5 resets, interrupts, and general system control mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 41 5.8.4 system real-time interrupt status and control register (srtisc) this high page register contains status and control bits for the rti. table 5-4. sdidh register field descriptions field description 7:4 rev[3:0] revision number  ?the high-order 4 bits of address sdidh are hard coded to re?ct the current mask set revision number (0?). 3:0 id[11:8] part identi?ation number  ?each derivative in the rs08 family has a unique identi?ation number. the mc9rs08ka2 series is hard coded to the value $0800. see also id bits in figure 5-4 . 76543210 r id7 id6 id5 id4 id3 id2 id1 id0 w reset: 00000000 = unimplemented or reserved figure 5-4. system device identi?ation register ?low (sdidl) table 5-5. sdidl register field descriptions field description 7:0 id[7:0] part identi?ation number  ?each derivative in the rs08 family has a unique identi?ation number. the mc9rs08ka2 series is hard coded to the value $0800. see also id bits in figure 5-3 . 76543210 r rtif 0 rticlks rtie 0 rtis w rtiack reset: 00000000 = unimplemented or reserved figure 5-5. system rti status and control register (srtisc) table 5-6. srtisc register field descriptions field description 7 rtif real-time interrupt flag  ?this read-only status bit indicates the periodic wakeup timer has timed out. 0 periodic wakeup timer not timed out. 1 periodic wakeup timer timed out. 6 rtiack real-time interrupt acknowledge  ?this write-only bit is used to acknowledge real-time interrupt request (write 1 to clear rtif). writing 0 has no meaning or effect. reads always return 0. 5 rticlks real-time interrupt clock select  ?this read/write bit selects the clock source for the real-time interrupt. 0 real-time interrupt request clock source is internal 1-khz oscillator. 1 real-time interrupt request clock source is internal trimmed 32-khz oscillator (ics module) and is divided by 32 in rti logic to produce a trimmed 1-khz clock source for rti counter.

 chapter 5 resets, interrupts, and general system control mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 42 freescale semiconductor note to power down the internal 1-khz oscillator completely in mcu stop mode, rtis bits must be selected to %000 and rticlks bit must be set to 1. 4 rtie real-time interrupt enable  ?this read-write bit enables real-time interrupts. 0 real-time interrupts disabled. 1 real-time interrupts enabled. 2:0 rtis real-time interrupt delay selects  ?these read/write bits select the period for the rti. see table 5-7 . table 5-7. real-time interrupt period rtis rti timeout 1 1 timeout values shown based on rti clock source of 1 ms period. consult electricals for tolerances of internal 1-khz source, t rti ( table a-8 ) and the internal 32-khz from ics ( table a-7 ). 000 disable rti 001 8 ms 010 32 ms 011 64 ms 100 128 ms 101 256 ms 110 512 ms 111 1.024 s table 5-6. srtisc register field descriptions (continued) field description

 chapter 5 resets, interrupts, and general system control mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 43 5.8.5 system power management status and control 1 register (spmsc1) this high page register contains status and control bits to support the low voltage detect function, and to enable the bandgap voltage reference for use by the acmp and the lvd module. figure 5-6. system power management status and control 1 register (spmsc1) 76543210 r lvdf 0 lvdie lvdre (1) 1 this bit can be written only one time after reset. additional writes are ignored. lvdse lvde (1) 0 bgbe w lv dac k reset: 00011100 = unimplemented or reserved table 5-8. spmsc1 register field descriptions field description 7 lvdf low-voltage detect flag  ?provided lvde = 1, this read-only status bit indicates a low-voltage detect event. 6 lv dac k low-voltage detect acknowledge  ?this write-only bit is used to acknowledge low voltage detection errors (write 1 to clear lvdf). reads always return 0. 5 lvdie low-voltage detect interrupt enable  ?this bit enables hardware interrupt requests for lvdf. 0 hardware interrupt disabled (use polling). 1 request a hardware interrupt when lvdf = 1. 4 lvdre low-voltage detect reset enable  ?this write-once bit enables low-voltage detect events to generate a hardware reset (provided lvde = 1). 0 lvdf does not generate hardware resets. 1 force an mcu reset when lvdf = 1. 3 lvdse low-voltage detect stop enable  provided lvde = 1, this read/write bit determines whether the low-voltage detect function operates when the mcu is in stop mode. 0 low-voltage detect disabled during stop mode. 1 low-voltage detect enabled during stop mode. 2 lvde low-voltage detect enable  this write-once bit enables low-voltage detect logic and quali?s the operation of other bits in this register. 0 lvd logic disabled. 1 lvd logic enabled. 0 bgbe bandgap buffer enable  this bit enables an internal buffer for the bandgap voltage reference for use by the acmp module on one of its internal channels. 0 bandgap buffer disabled. 1 bandgap buffer enabled.

 chapter 5 resets, interrupts, and general system control mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 44 freescale semiconductor 5.8.6 system interrupt pending register (sip1) this high page register contains status of the pending interrupt from the modules. figure 5-7. system interrupt pending register (sip1) 76543210 r 0 0 0 kbi acmp mtim rti lvd w reset: 00000000 = unimplemented or reserved table 5-9. sip1 register field descriptions field description 4 kbi keyboard interrupt pending ?this read-only bit indicates there is a pending interrupt from the kbi module. clearing the kbf ?g of the kbisc register clears this bit. reset also clears this bit. 0 there is no pending kbi interrupt; i.e., kbf ?g and/or kbie bit is cleared. 1 there is a pending kbi interrupt; i.e., kbf ?g and kbie bit are set. 3 acmp analog comparator interrupt pending ?this read-only bit indicates there is a pending interrupt from the acmp module. clearing the acf ?g of the acmpsc register clears this bit. reset also clears this bit. 0 there is no pending acmp interrupt; i.e., acf ?g and/or acie bit is cleared. 1 there is a pending a acmp interrupt; i.e., acf ?g and acie bit are set. 2 mtim modulo timer interrupt pending ?this read-only bit indicates there is a pending interrupt from the mtim module. clearing the tof ?g of the mtimsc register clears this bit. reset also clears this bit. 0 there is no pending mtim interrupt; i.e., tof ?g and/or toie bit is cleared. 1 there is a pending mtim interrupt; i.e., tof ?g and toie bit are set. 1 rti real-time interrupt pending  this read-only bit indicates there is a pending interrupt from the rti. clearing the rtif ?g of the srtisc register clears this bit. reset also clears this bit. 0 there is no pending rti interrupt; i.e., rtif ?g and/or rtie bit is cleared. 1 there is a pending rti interrupt; i.e., rtif ?g and rtie bit are set. 0 lv d low-voltage detect interrupt pending  this read-only bit indicates there is a pending interrupt from the low voltage detect module. clearing the lvdf ?g of the spmsc1 register clears this bit. reset also clears this bit. 0 there is no pending lvd interrupt; i.e., lvdf ?g and/or lvde bit is cleared. 1 there is a pending lvd interrupt; i.e., lvdf ?g, lvdie, and lvde bits are set.

 mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 45 chapter 6 parallel input/output control this section explains software controls related to parallel input/output (i/o) and pin control. the mc9rs08ka2 series has one parallel i/o port, which includes two i/o pins in the 6-pin package or four i/o pins in the 8-pin packages, one output-only pin, and one input-only pin. see chapter 2, ?ins and connections , for more information about pin assignments and external hardware considerations for these pins. all of these i/o pins are shared with on-chip peripheral functions as shown in table 2-1 . the peripheral modules have priority over the i/os so that when a peripheral is enabled, the i/o functions associated with the shared pins are disabled .  after reset, the shared peripheral functions are disabled so that the pins are controlled by the i/o . all of the i/os are con?ured as inputs (ptaddn = 0) with pullup/pulldown devices disabled (ptapen = 0), except for output-only pin pta3, which defaults to the bkgd/ms function . reading and writing of parallel i/os is performed through the port data registers . the direction, either input or output, is controlled through the port data direction registers .  the parallel i/o port function for an individual pin is illustrated in the block diagram shown in figure 6-1 . figure 6-1. parallel i/o block diagram the data direction control bit (ptaddn) determines whether the output buffer for the associated pin is enabled, and also controls the source for port data register reads . the input buffer for the associated pin is always enabled unless the pin is enabled as an analog function or is an output-only pin . q d q d 1 0 port read ptaddn ptadn output enable output data input data synchronizer data busclk

 chapter 6 parallel input/output control mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 46 freescale semiconductor when a shared digital function is enabled for a pin, the output buffer is controlled by the shared function . however, the data direction register bit will continue to control the source for reads of the port data register . when a shared analog function is enabled for a pin, both the input and output buffers are disabled . a value of 0 is read for any port data bit where the bit is an input (ptaddn = 0) and the input buffer is disabled . in general, whenever a pin is shared with both an alternative digital function and an analog function, the analog function has priority such that if both the digital and analog functions are enabled, the analog function controls the pin . it is a good programming practice to write to the port data register before changing the direction of a port pin to become an output. this ensures that the pin will not be driven temporarily with an old data value that happened to be in the port data register. associated with the parallel i/o ports is a set of registers located in the high page register space that operate independently of the parallel i/o registers. these registers are used to control pullup/pulldown and slew rate for the pins .  see section 6.3, ?in control registers ?for more information. 6.1 pin behavior in low-power modes in wait and stop modes, all pin states are maintained because internal logic stays powered up. upon recovery, all pin functions are the same as before entering stop. 6.2 parallel i/o registers this section provides information about the registers associated with the parallel i/o ports. the parallel i/o registers are located within the $001f memory boundary of the memory map, so that short and direct addressing mode instructions can be used . refer to tables in chapter 4, ?emory , for the absolute address assignments for all parallel i/o. this section refers to registers and control bits only by their names. a freescale semiconductor-provided equate or header ?e normally is used to translate these names into the appropriate absolute addresses. 6.2.1 port a registers port a parallel i/o function is controlled by the data and data direction registers described in this section. 76543210 r 00 ptad5 ptad4 ptad3 ptad2 ptad1 ptad0 w reset: 00000000 figure 6-2. port a data register (ptad)

 chapter 6 parallel input/output control mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 47 6.3 pin control registers this section provides information about the registers associated with the parallel i/o ports that are used for pin control functions. refer to tables in chapter 4, ?emory , for the absolute address assignments of the pin control registers. this section refers to registers and control bits only by their names. a freescale semiconductor-provided equate or header ?e normally is used to translate these names into the appropriate absolute addresses. 6.3.1 port a pin control registers the pins associated with port a are controlled by the registers provided in this section. these registers control the pin pullup/pulldown and slew rate of the port a pins independent of the parallel i/o registers. 6.3.1.1 internal pulling device enable an internal pulling device can be enabled for each port pin by setting the corresponding bit in the pulling device enable register (ptapen). the pulling device is disabled if the pin is con?ured as an output by the parallel i/o control logic or any shared peripheral output function regardless of the state of the table 6-1. ptad register field descriptions field description 5:0 ptad[5:0] port a data register bits  ?for port a pins that are inputs, reads return the logic level on the pin. for port a pins that are con?ured as outputs, reads return the last value written to this register. writes are latched into all bits of this register. for port a pins that are con?ured as outputs, the logic level is driven out the corresponding mcu pin. reset forces ptad to all 0s, but these 0s are not driven out the corresponding pins because reset also con?ures all port pins as high-impedance inputs with pullup/pulldowns disabled. 76543210 r 00 ptadd5 ptadd4 00 ptadd1 ptadd0 w reset: 00000000 figure 6-3. port a data direction register (ptadd) table 6-2. ptadd register field descriptions field description 5:4,1:0 ptadd[5:4,1:0] data direction for port a bits  these read/write bits control the direction of port a pins and what is read for ptad reads. 0 input (output driver disabled) and reads return the pin value. 1 output driver enabled for port a bit n and ptad reads return the contents of ptadn.

 chapter 6 parallel input/output control mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 48 freescale semiconductor corresponding pulling device enable register bit. the pulling device is also disabled if the pin is controlled by an analog function. 6.3.1.2 pullup/pulldown control pullup/pulldown control is used to select the pullup or pulldown device enabled by the corresponding ptape bit. figure 6-5. pullup/pulldown device control for port a (ptapud) 6.3.1.3 output slew rate control enable slew rate control can be enabled for each port pin by setting the corresponding bit in the slew rate control register (ptasen). when enabled, slew control limits the rate at which an output can transition in order to reduce emc emissions. slew rate control has no effect on pins that are con?ured as inputs. 76543210 r 00 ptape5 ptape4 0 ptape2 ptape1 ptape0 w reset: 00000000 figure 6-4. internal pulling device enable for port a register (ptape) table 6-3. ptape register field descriptions field description 5:4,2:0 ptape[5:4,2:0] internal pulling device enable for port a bits  each of these control bits determines whether the internal pulling device is enabled for the associated pta pin. for port a pins that are con?ured as outputs, these bits have no effect and the internal pullup devices are disabled. 0 internal pulling device disabled for port a bit n. 1 internal pulling device enabled for port a bit n. 76543210 r 00 ptapud5 ptapud4 0 ptapud2 ptapud1 ptapud0 w reset: 00000000 table 6-4. ptapud register field descriptions field description 5:4,2:0 ptapud[5:4,2:0] pullup/pulldown device control for port a bits  ?each of these control bits determines whether the internal pullup or pulldown device is selected for the associated pta pin. the actual pullup/pulldown device is only enabled by enabling the associated ptape bit. 0 internal pullup device is selected for port a bit n. 1 internal pulldown device is selected for port a bit n.

 chapter 6 parallel input/output control mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 49 76543210 r 00 ptase5 ptase4 ptase3 0 ptase1 ptase0 w reset: 00111011 figure 6-6. slew rate enable for port a register (ptase) table 6-5. ptase register field descriptions field description 5:3;1:0 ptase[5:3;1:0] output slew rate enable for port a bits  ?each of these control bits determines whether the output slew rate control is enabled for the associated pta pin. for port a pins that are con?ured as inputs, these bits have no effect. 0 output slew rate control disabled for port a bit n. 1 output slew rate control enabled for port a bit n.
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 mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 51 chapter 7 keyboard interrupt (rs08kbiv1) 7.1 introduction the keyboard interrupt (kbi) module provides independently enabled external interrupt sources. figure 7-1. mc9rs08ka2 series block diagram with kbi block and pins highlighted 7.1.1 features the kbi features include:  each keyboard interrupt pin has an individual pin enable bit  each keyboard interrupt pin is programmable as falling edge (or rising edge) only, or both falling edge and low level (or both rising edge and high level) interrupt sensitivity  one software-enabled keyboard interrupt  exit from low-power modes rs08 core user flash  ?2,048 bytes user ram  ?63 bytes notes: (1) pins are software configurable with pullup/pulldown device if input port. (2) integrated pullup device enabled if reset enabled (rstpe=1). (3) these pins are not available in 6-pin package power and pta v ss v dd internal clock source bdc rs08 system control rti cpu cop wakeup lvd reset and stop wakeup modes of operation power management 5-bit keyboard interrupt module pta0/kbip0/acmp+ (1) pta1/kbip1/acmp-  (1) pta2/kbip2/tclk/ reset/v pp (1),( 2) pta3/acmpo/bkgd/ms analog comparator module modulo timer module pta4/kbip4 (1),(3) pta5/kbip5 (1), (3) internal regulator ( kbi ) 5 tclk acmp- acmp+ acmpo ( ics )  ( acmp )  ( mtim )

 chapter 7 keyboard interrupt (rs08kbiv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 52 freescale semiconductor 7.1.2 modes of operation this section de?es the kbi operation in wait, stop, and background debug modes. 7.1.2.1 operation in wait mode the kbi continues to operate in wait mode if enabled before executing the wait instruction. therefore, an enabled kbi pin (kbpen = 1) can be used to bring the mcu out of wait mode if the kbi interrupt is enabled (kbie = 1). 7.1.2.2 operation in stop mode the kbi operates asynchronously in stop mode if enabled before executing the stop instruction. therefore, an enabled kbi pin (kbpen = 1) can be used to bring the mcu out of stop mode if the kbi interrupt is enabled (kbie = 1). 7.1.2.3 operation in active background mode when the microcontroller is in active background mode, the kbi will continue to operate normally. 7.1.3 block diagram the block diagram for the keyboard interrupt module is shown figure 7-2 . figure 7-2. keyboard interrupt (kbi) block diagram 7.2 external signal description the kbi input pins can be used to detect either falling edges, or both falling edge and low level interrupt requests. the kbi input pins can also be used to detect either rising edges, or both rising edge and high level interrupt requests. the signal properties of kbi are shown in table 7-1 . table 7-1. signal properties signal function i/o kbipn keyboard interrupt pins i dq ck clr v dd kbmod kbie keyboard interrupt ff kback reset synchronizer kbf stop bypass stop busclk kbipen 0 1 s kbedgn kbipe0 0 1 s kbedg0 kbi p0 kbi pn kbi interrupt reques t

 chapter 7 keyboard interrupt (rs08kbiv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 53 7.3 register de?ition the kbi includes three registers:  an 8-bit pin status and control register  an 8-bit pin enable register  an 8-bit edge select register refer to the direct-page register summary in chapter 4, ?emory , for the absolute address assignments for all kbi registers. this section refers to registers and control bits only by their names. the kbi registers are summarized in table 7-2 . 7.3.1 kbi status and control register (kbisc) kbisc contains the status ?g and control bits, which are used to con?ure the kbi. table 7-2. kbi register summary name 76543210 kbisc r0000kbf0 kbie kbmod w kback kbipe r0 0 kbipe5 kbipe4 0 kbipe2 kbipe1 kbipe0 w kbies r0 0 kbedg5 kbedg4 0 kbedg2 kbedg1 kbedg0 w 76543210 r 0 0 0 0 kbf 0 kbie kbmod w kback reset: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 = unimplemented figure 7-3. kbi status and control register (kbisc) table 7-3. kbisc register field descriptions field description 3 kbf keyboard interrupt flag  ?kbf indicates that a keyboard interrupt is detected. writes have no effect on kbf. 0 no keyboard interrupt detected. 1 keyboard interrupt detected. 2 kback keyboard acknowledge  ?writing a 1 to kback is part of the ?g-clearing mechanism. kback always reads as 0.

 chapter 7 keyboard interrupt (rs08kbiv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 54 freescale semiconductor 7.3.2 kbi pin enable register (kbipe) kbipe contains the pin enable control bits. 7.3.3 kbi edge select register (kbies) kbies contains the edge select control bits. 1 kbie keyboard interrupt enable  ?kbie enables keyboard interrupt requests. 0 keyboard interrupt request not enabled. 1 keyboard interrupt request enabled. 0 kbmod keyboard detection mode  kbmod (along with the kbedg bits) controls the detection mode of the keyboard interrupt pins. 0 keyboard detects edges only. 1 keyboard detects both edges and levels. 76543210 r0 0 kbipe5 kbipe4 0 kbipe2 kbipe1 kbipe0 w reset: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 figure 7-4. kbi pin enable register (kbipe) table 7-4. kbipe register field descriptions field description 5,4, 2:0 kbipen keyboard pin enables  ?each of the kbipen bits enables the corresponding keyboard interrupt pin. 0 corresponding pin not enabled as keyboard interrupt. 1 corresponding pin enabled as keyboard interrupt. 76543210 r0 0 kbedg5 kbedg4 0 kbedg2 kbedg1 kbedg0 w reset: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 figure 7-5. kbi edge select register (kbies) table 7-5. kbies register field descriptions field description 5,4, 2:0 kbedgn keyboard edge selects  ?each of the kbedgn bits selects the falling edge/low level or rising edge/high level function of the corresponding pin. 0 falling edge/low level. 1 rising edge/high level. table 7-3. kbisc register field descriptions (continued) field description

 chapter 7 keyboard interrupt (rs08kbiv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 55 7.4 functional description this on-chip peripheral module is called a keyboard interrupt (kbi) module because it was originally designed to simplify the connection and use of row-column matrices of keyboard switches. however, these inputs are also useful as extra external interrupt inputs and as an external means of waking the mcu from stop or wait low-power modes . the kbi module allows its pins to act as additional interrupt sources. writing to the kbipen bits in the keyboard interrupt pin enable register (kbipe) independently enables or disables each kbi pin. each kbi pin can be con?ured as edge sensitive or edge and level sensitive based on the kbmod bit in the keyboard interrupt status and control register (kbisc). edge sensitive can be software programmed to be either falling or rising; the level can be either low or high. the polarity of the edge or edge and level sensitivity is selected using the kbedgn bits in the keyboard interrupt edge select register (kbies). synchronous logic is used to detect edges . prior to detecting an edge, enabled keyboard inputs must be at the deasserted logic level. a falling edge is detected when an enabled keyboard input signal is seen as a logic 1 (the deasserted level) during one bus cycle and then a logic 0 (the asserted level) during the next cycle. a rising edge is detected when the input signal is seen as a logic 0 during one bus cycle and then a logic 1 during the next cycle. 7.4.1 edge only sensitivity a valid edge on an enabled kbi pin will set kbf in kbisc. if kbie in kbisc is set, an interrupt request will be presented to the cpu. clearing of kbf is accomplished by writing a 1 to kback in kbisc. 7.4.2 edge and level sensitivity a valid edge or level on an enabled kbi pin will set kbf in kbisc. if kbie in kbisc is set, an interrupt request will be presented to the cpu. clearing of kbf is accomplished by writing a 1 to kback in kbisc, provided all enabled keyboard inputs are at their deasserted levels. kbf will remain set if any enabled kbi pin is asserted while attempting to clear by writing a 1 to kback. 7.4.3 kbi pullup/pulldown device the kbi pins does not automatically con?ure an internal pullup/pulldown device when a kbi pin is enabled. an internal pull device can be used by con?uring the associated i/o port pull device enable register (ptape) and pullup/pulldown control register (ptapud). 7.4.4 kbi initialization when a keyboard interrupt pin is ?st enabled, it is possible to get a false keyboard interrupt ?g .  to prevent a false interrupt request during keyboard initialization, the user should do the following: 1. mask keyboard interrupts by clearing kbie in kbisc. 2. if using internal pullup/pulldown device, con?ure the associated i/o port pullup/pulldown device. 3. enable the kbi polarity by setting the appropriate kbedgn bits in kbies. 4. enable the kbi pins by setting the appropriate kbipen bits in kbipe.

 chapter 7 keyboard interrupt (rs08kbiv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 56 freescale semiconductor 5. write to kback in kbisc to clear any false interrupts. 6. set kbie in kbisc to enable interrupts.

 mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 57 chapter 8 central processor unit (rs08cpuv1) 8.1 introduction this chapter is a summary of information about the registers, addressing modes, and instruction set of the rs08 family cpu. for a more detailed discussion, refer to the rs08 core reference manual, volume 1, freescale semiconductor document order number rs08rmv1. the rs08 cpu has been developed to target extremely low-cost embedded applications using a process-independent design methodology, allowing it to keep pace with rapid developments in silicon processing technology. the main features of the rs08 core are:  streamlined programmers model  subset of hcs08 instruction set with minor instruction extensions  minimal instruction set for cost-sensitive embedded applications  new instructions for shadow program counter manipulation, sha and sla  new short and tiny addressing modes for code size optimization  16k bytes accessible memory space  reset will fetch the ?st instruction from $3ffd  low-power modes supported through the execution of the stop and wait instructions  debug and flash programming support using the background debug controller module  illegal address and opcode detection with reset 8.2 programmers model and cpu registers figure 8-1  shows the programmers model for the rs08 cpu. these registers are not located in the memory map of the microcontroller. they are built directly inside the cpu logic.

 chapter 8 central processor unit (rs08cpuv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 58 freescale semiconductor figure 8-1. cpu registers in addition to the cpu registers, there are three memory mapped registers that are tightly coupled with the core address generation during data read and write operations. they are the indexed data register (d[x]), the index register (x), and the page select register (pagesel). these registers are located at $000e, $000f, and $001f, respectively. figure 8-2. memory mapped registers 8.2.1 accumulator (a) this general-purpose 8-bit register is the primary data register for rs08 mcus. data can be read from memory into a with a load accumulator (lda) instruction. the data in a can be written into memory with a store accumulator (sta) instruction. various addressing mode variations allow a great deal of ?xibility in specifying the memory location involved in a load or store instruction. exchange instructions allow values to be exchanged between a and spc high (sha) and also between a and spc low (sla). arithmetic, shift, and logical operations can be performed on the value in a as in add, sub, rora, inca, deca, and, ora, eor, etc. in some of these instructions, such as inca and lsla, the value in a is the only input operand and the result replaces the value in a. in other cases, such as add and and, there are two operands: the value in a and a second value from memory. the result of the arithmetic or logical operation replaces the value in a. some instructions, such as memory-to-memory move instructions (mov), do not use the accumulator. dbnz also relieves a because it allows a loop counter to be implemented in a memory variable rather than the accumulator. during reset, the accumulator is loaded with $00. pc spc carry zero 0 0 0 7 13 13 accumulator  a shadow program counter 87 program counter ccr c z condition code register 0 7 0 7 0 7 indexed data register  d[x] (location $000e) index register  x (location $000f) page select reg  pagesel (location $001f)

 chapter 8 central processor unit (rs08cpuv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 59 8.2.2 program counter (pc) the program counter is a 14-bit register that contains the address of the next instruction or operand to be fetched. during normal execution, the program counter automatically increments to the next sequential memory location each time an instruction or operand is fetched. jump, branch, and return operations load the program counter with an address other than that of the next sequential location. this is called a change-of-?w. during reset, the program counter is loaded with $3ffd and the program will start execution from this speci? location. 8.2.3 shadow program counter (spc) the shadow program counter is a 14-bit register. during a subroutine call using either a jsr or a bsr instruction, the return address will be saved into the spc. upon completion of the subroutine, the rts instruction will restore the content of the program counter from the shadow program counter. during reset, the shadow program counter is loaded with $3ffd. 8.2.4 condition code register (ccr) the 2-bit condition code register contains two status ?gs. the content of the ccr in the rs08 is not directly readable. the ccr bits can be tested using conditional branch instructions such as bcc and beq. these two register bits are directly accessible through the bdc interface. the following paragraphs provide detailed information about the ccr bits and how they are used. figure 8-3 identi?s the ccr bits and their bit positions. figure 8-3. condition code register (ccr) the status bits (z and c) are cleared to 0 after reset. the two status bits indicate the results of arithmetic and other instructions. conditional branch instructions will either branch to a new program location or allow the program to continue to the next instruction after the branch, depending on the values in the ccr status bit. conditional branch instructions, such as bcc, bcs, and bne, cause a branch depending on the state of a single ccr bit. often, the conditional branch immediately follows the instruction that caused the ccr bit(s) to be updated, as in this sequence:  cmp #5 ;compare accumulator a to 5  blo lower ;branch if a smaller 5 more:    deca ;do this if a not higher than or same as 5 lower: carry zero ccr c z condition code register

 chapter 8 central processor unit (rs08cpuv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 60 freescale semiconductor other instructions may be executed between the test and the conditional branch as long as the only instructions used are those which do not disturb the ccr bits that affect the conditional branch. for instance, a test is performed in a subroutine or function and the conditional branch is not executed until the subroutine has returned to the main program. this is a form of parameter passing (that is, information is returned to the calling program in the condition code bits). z ?zero flag the z bit is set to indicate the result of an operation was $00. branch if equal (beq) and branch if not equal (bne) are simple branches that branch based solely on the value in the z bit. all load, store, move, arithmetic, logical, shift, and rotate instructions cause the z bit to be updated. c ?carry after an addition operation, the c bit is set if the source operands were both greater than or equal to $80 or if one of the operands was greater than or equal to $80 and the result was less than $80. this is equivalent to an unsigned over?w. a subtract or compare performs a subtraction of a memory operand from the contents of a cpu register so after a subtract operation, the c bit is set if the unsigned value of the memory operand was greater than the unsigned value of the cpu register. this is equivalent to an unsigned borrow or under?w. branch if carry clear (bcc) and branch if carry set (bcs) are branches that branch based solely on the value in the c bit. the c bit is also used by the unsigned branches blo and bhs. add, subtract, shift, and rotate instructions cause the c bit to be updated. the branch if bit set (brset) and branch if bit clear (brclr) instructions copy the tested bit into the c bit to facilitate ef?ient serial-to-parallel conversion algorithms. set carry (sec) and clear carry (clc) allow the carry bit to be set or cleared directly. this is useful in combination with the shift and rotate instructions and for routines that pass status information back to a main program, from a subroutine, in the c bit. the c bit is included in shift and rotate operations so those operations can easily be extended to multi-byte operands. the shift and rotate operations can be considered 9-bit shifts that include an 8-bit operand or cpu register and the carry bit of the ccr. after a logical shift, c holds the bit that was shifted out of the 8-bit operand. if a rotate instruction is used next, this c bit is shifted into the operand for the rotate, and the bit that gets shifted out the other end of the operand replaces the value in c so it can be used in subsequent rotate instructions. 8.2.5 indexed data register (d[x]) this 8-bit indexed data register allows the user to access the data in the direct page address space indexed by x. this register resides at the memory mapped location $000e. for details on the d[x] register, please refer to section 8.3.8, ?ndexed addressing mode (ix, implemented by pseudo instructions) . 8.2.6 index register (x) this 8-bit index register allows the user to index or address any location in the direct page address space. this register resides at the memory mapped location $000f. for details on the x register, please refer to section 8.3.8, ?ndexed addressing mode (ix, implemented by pseudo instructions) .

 chapter 8 central processor unit (rs08cpuv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 61 8.2.7 page select register (pagesel) this 8-bit page select register allows the user to access all memory locations in the entire 16k-byte address space through a page window located from $00c0 to $00ff. this register resides at the memory mapped location $001f. for details on the pagesel register, please refer to the rs08 core reference manual. 8.3 addressing modes whenever the mcu reads information from memory or writes information into memory, an addressing mode is used to determine the exact address where the information is read from or written to. this section explains several addressing modes and how each is useful in different programming situations. every opcode tells the cpu to perform a certain operation in a certain way. many instructions, such as load accumulator (lda), allow several different ways to specify the memory location to be operated on, and each addressing mode variation requires a separate opcode. all of these variations use the same instruction mnemonic, and the assembler knows which opcode to use based on the syntax and location of the operand ?ld. in some cases, special characters are used to indicate a speci? addressing mode (such as the # [pound] symbol, which indicates immediate addressing mode). in other cases, the value of the operand tells the assembler which addressing mode to use. for example, the assembler chooses short addressing mode instead of direct addressing mode if the operand address is from $0000 to $001f. besides allowing the assembler to choose the addressing mode based on the operand address, assembler directives can also be used to force direct or tiny/short addressing mode by using the ?? or ??pre? before the operand, respectively. some instructions use more than one addressing mode. for example, the move instructions use one addressing mode to access the source value from memory and a second addressing mode to access the destination memory location. for these move instructions, both addressing modes are listed in the documentation. all branch instructions use relative (rel) addressing mode to determine the destination for the branch, but brclr, brset, cbeq, and dbnz also must access a memory operand. these instructions are classi?d by the addressing mode used for the memory operand, and the relative addressing mode for the branch offset is assumed. the discussion in the following paragraphs includes how each addressing mode works and the syntax clues that instruct the assembler to use a speci? addressing mode. 8.3.1 inherent addressing mode (inh) this addressing mode is used when the cpu inherently knows everything it needs to complete the instruction and no addressing information is supplied in the source code. usually, the operands that the cpu needs are located in the cpus internal registers, as in lsla, clra, inca, sla, rts, and others. a few inherent instructions, including no operation (nop) and background (bgnd), have no operands. 8.3.2 relative addressing mode (rel) relative addressing mode is used to specify the offset address for branch instructions relative to the program counter. typically, the programmer speci?s the destination with a program label or an expression

 chapter 8 central processor unit (rs08cpuv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 62 freescale semiconductor in the operand ?ld of the branch instruction; the assembler calculates the difference between the location counter (which points at the next address after the branch instruction at the time) and the address represented by the label or expression in the operand ?ld. this difference is called the offset and is an 8-bit twos complement number. the assembler stores this offset in the object code for the branch instruction. during execution, the cpu evaluates the condition that controls the branch. if the branch condition is true, the cpu sign-extends the offset to a 14-bit value, adds the offset to the current pc, and uses this as the address where it will fetch the next instruction and continue execution rather than continuing execution with the next instruction after the branch. because the offset is an 8-bit twos complement value, the destination must be within the range ?28 to +127 locations from the address that follows the last byte of object code for the branch instruction. a common method to create a simple in?ite loop is to use a branch instruction that branches to itself. this is sometimes used to end short code segments during debug. typically, to get out of this in?ite loop, use the debug host (through background commands) to stop the program, examine registers and memory, or to start execution from a new location. this construct is not used in normal application programs except in the case where the program has detected an error and wants to force the cop watchdog timer to timeout. (the branch in the in?ite loop executes repeatedly until the watchdog timer eventually causes a reset.) 8.3.3 immediate addressing mode (imm) in this addressing mode, the operand is located immediately after the opcode in the instruction stream. this addressing mode is used when the programmer wants to use an explicit value that is known at the time the program is written. a # (pound) symbol is used to tell the assembler to use the operand as a data value rather than an address where the desired value should be accessed. the size of the immediate operand is always 8 bits. the assembler automatically will truncate or extend the operand as needed to match the size needed for the instruction. most assemblers generate a warning if a 16-bit operand is provided. it is the programmers responsibility to use the # symbol to tell the assembler when immediate addressing should be used. the assembler does not consider it an error to leave off the # symbol because the resulting statement is still a valid instruction (although it may mean something different than the programmer intended). 8.3.4 tiny addressing mode (tny) tny addressing mode is capable of addressing only the ?st 16 bytes in the address map, from $0000 to $000f. this addressing mode is available for inc, dec, add, and sub instructions. a system can be optimized by placing the most computation-intensive data in this area of memory. because the 4-bit address is embedded in the opcode, only the least signi?ant four bits of the address must be included in the instruction; this saves program space and execution time. during execution, the cpu adds 10 high-order 0s to the 4-bit operand address and uses the combined 14-bit address ($000x) to access the intended operand.

 chapter 8 central processor unit (rs08cpuv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 63 8.3.5 short addressing mode (srt) srt addressing mode is capable of addressing only the ?st 32 bytes in the address map, from $0000 to $001f. this addressing mode is available for clr, lda, and sta instructions. a system can be optimized by placing the most computation-intensive data in this area of memory. because the 5-bit address is embedded in the opcode, only the least signi?ant ve bits of the address must be included in the instruction; this saves program space and execution time. during execution, the cpu adds nine high-order 0s to the 5-bit operand address and uses the combined 14-bit address ($000x or $001x) to access the intended operand. 8.3.6 direct addressing mode (dir) dir addressing mode is used to access operands located in direct address space ($0000 through $00ff). during execution, the cpu adds six high-order 0s to the low byte of the direct address operand that follows the opcode. the cpu uses the combined 14-bit address ($00xx) to access the intended operand. 8.3.7 extended addressing mode (ext) in the extended addressing mode, the 14-bit address of the operand is included in the object code in the low-order 14 bits of the next two bytes after the opcode. this addressing mode is only used in jsr and jmp instructions for jump destination address in rs08 mcus. 8.3.8 indexed addressing mode (ix, implemented by pseudo instructions) indexed addressing mode is sometimes called indirect addressing mode because an index register is used as a reference to access the intended operand. an important feature of indexed addressing mode is that the operand address is computed during execution based on the current contents of the x index register located in $000f of the memory map rather than being a constant address location that was determined during program assembly. this allows writing of a program that accesses different operand locations depending on the results of earlier program instructions (rather than accessing a location that was determined when the program was written). the index addressing mode supported by the rs08 family uses the register x located at $000f as an index and d[x] register located at $000e as the indexed data register. by programming the index register x, any location in the direct page can be read/written via the indexed data register d[x]. these pseudo instructions can be used with all instructions supporting direct, short, and tiny addressing modes by using the d[x] as the operand. 8.4 special operations most of what the cpu does is described by the instruction set, but a few special operations must be considered, such as how the cpu starts at the beginning of an application program after power is ?st applied. after the program begins running, the current instruction normally determines what the cpu will do next. two exceptional events can cause the cpu to temporarily suspend normal program execution:

 chapter 8 central processor unit (rs08cpuv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 64 freescale semiconductor  reset events force the cpu to start over at the beginning of the application program, which forces execution to start at $3ffd.  a host development system can cause the cpu to go to active background mode rather than continuing to the next instruction in the application program. 8.4.1 reset sequence processing begins at the trailing edge of a reset event. the number of things that can cause reset events can vary slightly from one rs08 derivative to another; however, the most common sources are: power-on reset, the external reset pin, low-voltage reset, cop watchdog timeout, illegal opcode detect, and illegal address access. for more information about how the mcu recognizes reset events and determines the difference between internal and external causes, refer to the resets and interrupts chapter. reset events force the mcu to immediately stop what it is doing and begin responding to reset. any instruction that was in process will be aborted immediately without completing any remaining clock cycles. a short sequence of activities is completed to decide whether the source of reset was internal or external and to record the cause of reset. for the remainder of the time, the reset source remains active and the internal clocks are stopped to save power. at the trailing edge of the reset event, the clocks resume and the cpu exits from the reset condition. the program counter is reset to $3ffd and an instruction fetch will be started after the release of reset. for the device to execute code from the on-chip memory starting from $3ffd after reset, care should be taken to not force the bkdg pin low on the end of reset because this will force the device into active background mode where the cpu will wait for a command from the background communication interface. 8.4.2 interrupts the interrupt mechanism in rs08 is not used to interrupt the normal ?w of instructions; it is used to wake up the rs08 from wait and stop modes. in run mode, interrupt events must be polled by the cpu. the interrupt feature is not compatible with freescales hc05, hc08, or hcs08 families. 8.4.3 wait and stop mode wait and stop modes are entered by executing a wait or stop instruction, respectively. in these modes, the clocks to the cpu are shut down to save power and cpu activity is suspended. the cpu remains in this low-power state until an interrupt or reset event wakes it up. please refer to the resets and interrupts chapter for the effects of wait and stop on other device peripherals. 8.4.4 active background mode active background mode refers to the condition in which the cpu has stopped executing user program instructions and is waiting for serial commands from the background debug system. refer to the development support  chapter for detailed information on active background mode. the arithmetic left shift pseudo instruction is also available because its operation is identical to logical shift left.

 chapter 8 central processor unit (rs08cpuv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 65 8.5 summary instruction table instruction set summary nomenclature the nomenclature listed here is used in the instruction descriptions in table 8-1  through table 8-2 . operators ( )  = contents of register or memory location shown inside parentheses  = is loaded with (read: ?ets? ? = exchange with & = boolean and | = boolean or  = boolean exclusive-or : = concatenate + = add cpu registers a = accumulator ccr = condition code register pc = program counter pch = program counter, higher order (most signi?ant) six bits pcl = program counter, lower order (least signi?ant) eight bits spc = shadow program counter spch = shadow program counter, higher order (most signi?ant) six bits spcl = shadow program counter, lower order (least signi?ant) eight bits memory and addressing m= a memory location or absolute data, depending on addressing mode rel = the relative offset, which is the twos complement number stored in the last byte of machine code corresponding to a branch instruction x= pseudo index register, memory location $000f ,x or d[x] = memory location $000e pointing to the memory location de?ed by the pseudo index register (location $000f) condition code register (ccr) bits z = zero indicator c = carry/borrow ccr activity notation  = bit not affected 0 = bit forced to 0 1 = bit forced to 1 ? = bit set or cleared according to results of operation u = unde?ed after the operation machine coding notation

 chapter 8 central processor unit (rs08cpuv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 66 freescale semiconductor dd = low-order eight bits of a direct address $0000?00ff (high byte assumed to be $00) ii = one byte of immediate data hh = high-order 6-bit of 14-bit extended address pre?ed with 2-bit of 0 ll = low-order byte of 14-bit extended address rr = relative offset source form everything in the source forms columns, except expressions in italic characters,  is literal information which must appear in the assembly source ?e exactly as shown. the initial 3- to 5-letter mnemonic is always a literal expression. all commas, pound signs (#), parentheses, and plus signs (+) are literal characters. n  any label or expression that evaluates to a single integer in the range 0?. x  any label or expression that evaluates to a single hexadecimal integer in the range $0?f. opr8i  any label or expression that evaluates to an 8-bit immediate value. opr4a  any label or expression that evaluates to a tiny address (4-bit value). the instruction treats this 4-bit value as the low order four bits of an address in the 16-kbyte address space ($0000?000f). this 4-bit value is embedded in the low order four bits in the opcode. opr5a  any label or expression that evaluates to a short address (5-bit value). the instruction treats this 5-bit value as the low order ?e bits of an address in the 16-kbyte address space ($0000?001f). this 5-bit value is embedded in the low order 5 bits in the opcode. opr8a  any label or expression that evaluates to an 8-bit value. the instruction treats this 8-bit value as the low order eight bits of an address in the 16-kbyte address space ($0000?00ff). opr16a  any label or expression that evaluates to a 14-bit value. on the rs08 core, the upper two bits are always 0s. the instruction treats this value as an address in the 16-kbyte address space. rel  any label or expression that refers to an address that is within ?28 to + 127 locations from the next address after the last byte of object code for the current instruction. the assembler will calculate the 8-bit signed offset and include it in the object code for this instruction. address modes inh = inherent (no operands) imd = immediate to direct (in mov instruction) imm = immediate dd = direct to direct (in mov instruction) dir = direct srt = short tny = tiny ext = extended rel = 8-bit relative offset

 chapter 8 central processor unit (rs08cpuv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 67 table 8-1. instruction set summary  (sheet 1 of 5) source form description operation effect on ccr address mode opcode operand cycles zc adc # opr8i adc opr8a adc  ,x (1) adc x add with carry a   (a) + (m) + (c) a   (a) + (x) + (c) ?? imm dir ix dir a9 b9 b9 b9 ii dd 0e 0f 2 3 3 3 add  # opr8i add opr8a add opr4a add  ,x (1) add x add without carry a   (a) + (m) ?? imm dir tny ix dir ab bb 6 x 6e 6f ii dd 2 3 3 3 3 and  # opr8i and opr8a and  ,x (1) and x logical and a   (a) & (m) a   (a) & (x) ?  imm dir ix dir a4 b4 b4 b4 ii dd 0e 0f 2 3 3 3 asla (1) arithmetic shift left ?? inh 48 1 bcc rel branch if carry bit clear pc   (pc) + $0002 + rel , if (c) = 0   rel 34 rr 3 bclr n , opr8a bclr n, d[x] bclr n ,x clear bit n in memory mn   0 dir (b0) dir (b1) dir (b2) dir (b3) dir (b4) dir (b5) dir (b6) dir (b7) ix (b0) ix (b1) ix (b2) ix (b3) ix (b4) ix (b5) ix (b6) ix (b7) dir (b0) dir (b1) dir (b2) dir (b3) dir (b4) dir (b5) dir (b6) dir (b7) 11 13 15 17 19 1b 1d 1f 11 13 15 17 19 1b 1d 1f 11 13 15 17 19 1b 1d 1f dd dd dd dd dd dd dd dd 0e 0e 0e 0e 0e 0e 0e 0e 0f 0f 0f 0f 0f 0f 0f 0f 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 bcs rel branch if carry bit set (same as blo) pc   (pc) + $0002 + rel , if (c) = 1   rel 35 rr 3 beq rel branch if equal pc   (pc) + $0002 + rel , if (z) = 1   rel 37 rr 3 bgnd background enter background debug mode   inh bf 5+ bhs rel (1) branch if higher or same (same as bcc) pc   (pc) + $0002 + rel , if (c) = 0   rel 34 rr 3 blo rel (1) branch if lower (same as bcs) pc   (pc) + $0002 + rel , if (c) = 1   rel 35 rr 3 bne rel branch if not equal pc   (pc) + $0002 + rel , if (z) = 0   rel 36 rr 3 bra rel branch always pc   (pc) + $0002 + rel   rel 30 rr 3 brn rel (1) branch never pc   (pc) + $0002   rel 30 00 3 1. this is a pseudo instruction supported by the normal rs08 instruction set. 2. this instruction is different from that of the hc08 and hcs08 in that the rs08 does not auto-increment the index register. c b0 b7 0

 chapter 8 central processor unit (rs08cpuv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 68 freescale semiconductor brclr n , opr8a , rel brclr n ,d[x], rel brclr n ,x, rel branch if bit n in memory clear pc   (pc) + $0003 + rel , if (mn) = 0  ? dir (b0) dir (b1) dir (b2) dir (b3) dir (b4) dir (b5) dir (b6) dir (b7) ix (b0) ix (b1) ix (b2) ix (b3) ix (b4) ix (b5) ix (b6) ix (b7) dir (b0) dir (b1) dir (b2) dir (b3) dir (b4) dir (b5) dir (b6) dir (b7) 01 03 05 07 09 0b 0d 0f 01 03 05 07 09 0b 0d 0f 01 03 05 07 09 0b 0d 0f dd  rr dd  rr dd  rr dd  rr dd  rr dd  rr dd  rr dd  rr 0e  rr 0e  rr 0e  rr 0e  rr 0e  rr 0e  rr 0e  rr 0e  rr 0f rr 0f rr 0f rr 0f rr 0f rr 0f rr 0f rr 0f rr 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 brset n , opr8a , rel brset n ,d[x], rel brset n ,x, rel branch if bit n in memory set pc   (pc) + $0003 + rel , if (mn) = 1  ? dir (b0) dir (b1) dir (b2) dir (b3) dir (b4) dir (b5) dir (b6) dir (b7) ix (b0) ix (b1) ix (b2) ix (b3) ix (b4) ix (b5) ix (b6) ix (b7) dir (b0) dir (b1) dir (b2) dir (b3) dir (b4) dir (b5) dir (b6) dir (b7) 00 02 04 06 08 0a 0c 0e 00 02 04 06 08 0a 0c 0e 00 02 04 06 08 0a 0c 0e dd  rr dd  rr dd  rr dd  rr dd  rr dd  rr dd  rr dd  rr 0e  rr 0e  rr 0e  rr 0e  rr 0e  rr 0e  rr 0e  rr 0e  rr 0f rr 0f rr 0f rr 0f rr 0f rr 0f rr 0f rr 0f rr 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 table 8-1. instruction set summary  (sheet 2 of 5) source form description operation effect on ccr address mode opcode operand cycles zc 1. this is a pseudo instruction supported by the normal rs08 instruction set. 2. this instruction is different from that of the hc08 and hcs08 in that the rs08 does not auto-increment the index register.

 chapter 8 central processor unit (rs08cpuv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 69 bset n , opr8a bset n ,d[x] bset n ,x set bit n in memory mn   1 dir (b0) dir (b1) dir (b2) dir (b3) dir (b4) dir (b5) dir (b6) dir (b7) ix (b0) ix (b1) ix (b2) ix (b3) ix (b4) ix (b5) ix (b6) ix (b7) dir (b0) dir (b1) dir (b2) dir (b3) dir (b4) dir (b5) dir (b6) dir (b7) 10 12 14 16 18 1a 1c 1e 10 12 14 16 18 1a 1c 1e 10 12 14 16 18 1a 1c 1e dd dd dd dd dd dd dd dd 0e 0e 0e 0e 0e 0e 0e 0e 0f 0f 0f 0f 0f 0f 0f 0f 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 bsr rel branch subroutine pc   (pc) + 2 push pc to shadow pc pc   (pc) + rel   rel ad rr 3 cbeqa  # opr8i,rel cbeq   opr8a,rel cbeq   , x ,rel (1),(2) cbeq x ,rel (1) compare and branch if equal pc   (pc) + $0003 + rel , if (a) ?(m) = $00 pc   (pc) + $0003 + rel , if (a) ?(m) = $00 pc   (pc) + $0003 + rel , if (a) ?(x) = $00  imm dir ix dir 41 31 31 31 ii     rr dd  rr 0e  rr 0f rr 4 5 5 5 clc clear carry bit c   0  0 inh 38 1 clr opr8a clr  opr5a clr  ,x (1) clra clrx (1) clear m   $00 a   $00 x   $00 1 dir srt ix inh inh 3f 8 x  / 9 x 8e 4f 8f dd 3 2 2 1 2 cmp  # opr8i cmp opr8a cmp  ,x (1) cmp x (1) compare accumulator with memory (a) ?(m) (a) ?(x) ?? imm dir ix inh a1 b1 b1 b1 ii dd 0e 0f 2 3 3 3 coma complement (one? complement) a   ( a) ? 1 inh 43 1 dbnz opr8a,rel dbnz  ,x,rel (1) dbnza rel dbnzx rel (1) decrement and branch if not zero a  (a) ?$01 or m  (m) - $01 pc  (pc) + $0003 + rel if (result)  0 for dbnz direct pc  (pc) + $0002 + rel if (result)  0 for dbnza x  (x) ?$01 pc   (pc) + $0003 + rel  if (result)   0  dir ix inh inh 3b 3b 4b 3b dd  rr 0e rr rr 0f rr 7 7 4 7 dec opr8a dec opr4a dec  ,x (1) deca dec x decrement m   (m) ?$01 a   (a) ?$01 x   (x) ?$01 ?  dir tny ix inh dir 3a 5 x 5e 4a 5f dd 5 4 4 1 4 eor  # opr8i eor opr8a eor  ,x (1) eor x exclusive or memory with accumulator a   (a   m) a   (a   x) ?  imm dir ix dir a8 b8 b8 b8 ii dd 0e 0f 2 3 3 3 table 8-1. instruction set summary  (sheet 3 of 5) source form description operation effect on ccr address mode opcode operand cycles zc 1. this is a pseudo instruction supported by the normal rs08 instruction set. 2. this instruction is different from that of the hc08 and hcs08 in that the rs08 does not auto-increment the index register.

 chapter 8 central processor unit (rs08cpuv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 70 freescale semiconductor inc opr8a inc opr4a inc  ,x (1) inca incx (1) increment m   (m) + $01 a   (a) + $01 x   (x) + $01 ?  dir tny ix inh inh 3c 2 x 2e 4c 2f dd 5 4 4 1 4 jmp opr16a  jump pc   effective address   ext bc hh  ll 4 jsr opr16a jump to subroutine pc   (pc) + 3 push pc to shadow pc pc   effective address   ext bd hh  ll 4 lda  # opr8i lda opr8a lda opr5a lda  ,x (1) load accumulator from memory a   (m) ?  imm dir srt ix a6 b6 c x /d x ce ii dd 2 3 3 3 ldx  # opr8i (1) ldx opr8a (1) ldx ,x (1) load index register from memory $0f   (m) ?  imd dir ix 3e 4e 4e ii 0f dd 0f 0e 0e 4 5 5 lsla logical shift left ?? inh 48 1 lsra logical shift right ?? inh 44 1 mov opr8a,opr8a mov  # opr8i,opr8a mov d[x], opr8a mov opr8a ,d[x] mov # opr8i ,d[x] move (m) destination  (m) source ?  dd imd ix/dir dir/ix imm/ix 4e 3e 4e 4e 3e dd dd ii   dd 0e dd dd 0e ii 0e 5 4 5 5 4 nop no operation none  inh ac 1 ora  # opr8i ora opr8a ora  ,x (1) ora x inclusive or accumulator and memory a   (a) | (m) a   (a) | (x) ?  imm dir ix dir aa ba ba ba ii dd 0e 0f 2 3 3 3 rola rotate left through carry ?? inh 49 1 rora rotate right through carry ?? inh 46 1 rts return from subroutine pull pc from shadow pc  inh be 3 sbc  # opr8i sbc opr8a sbc  ,x (1) sbc x subtract with carry a   (a) ?(m) ?(c) a   (a) ?(x) ?(c) ?? imm dir ix dir a2 b2 b2 b2 ii dd 0e 0f 2 3 3 3 sec set carry bit c   1  1 inh 39 1 sha swap shadow pc high with a a ? spch  inh 45 1 sla swap shadow pc low with a a ? spcl  inh 42 1 sta opr8a sta opr5a sta ,x (1) sta x store accumulator in memory m  (a) ?  dir srt ix srt b7 e x  / f x ee ef dd 3 2 2 2 table 8-1. instruction set summary  (sheet 4 of 5) source form description operation effect on ccr address mode opcode operand cycles zc 1. this is a pseudo instruction supported by the normal rs08 instruction set. 2. this instruction is different from that of the hc08 and hcs08 in that the rs08 does not auto-increment the index register. c b0 b7 0 b0 b7 c 0 c b0 b7 b0 b7 c

 chapter 8 central processor unit (rs08cpuv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 71 stx opr8a (1) store index register in memory m  (x) ?  dir 4e 0f dd 5 stop put mcu into stop mode  inh ae 2+ sub  # opr8i sub opr8a sub opr4a sub ,x (1) sub x subtract a   (a)   (m) a   (a)   (x) ?? imm dir tny ix dir a0 b0 7 x 7e 7f ii dd 2 3 3 3 3 tax (1) transfer a to x x   (a) ?  inh ef 2 tst  opr8a (1) tsta (1) tst ,x (1) tstx (1) test for zero (m) ?$00 (a) ?$00 (x) ?$00 ?  dd inh ix inh 4e aa 4e 4e dd dd 00 0e 0e 0f 0f 5 2 5 5 txa (1) transfer x to a a   (x) ?  inh cf 3 wait put mcu into wait mode  inh af 2+ table 8-1. instruction set summary  (sheet 5 of 5) source form description operation effect on ccr address mode opcode operand cycles zc 1. this is a pseudo instruction supported by the normal rs08 instruction set. 2. this instruction is different from that of the hc08 and hcs08 in that the rs08 does not auto-increment the index register.

 chapter 8 central processor unit (rs08cpuv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 72 freescale semiconductor table 8-2. opcode map dir dir tny dir/rel inh tny tny tny srt srt imm/inh dir/ext srt srt srt srt 0 123456789 abcde f 0 5 brset0 3 dir 5 bset0 2 dir 4 inc 1 tny 3 bra 2 rel 4 dec 1 tny 3 add 1 tny 3 sub 1 tny 2 clr 1srt 2 clr 1srt 2 sub 2 imm 3 sub 2 dir 3 lda 1srt 3 lda 1srt 2 sta 1srt 2 sta 1srt 1 5 brclr0 3 dir 5 bclr0 2 dir 4 inc 1 tny 5 cbeq 3 dir 4 cbeqa 3 imm 4 dec 1 tny 3 add 1 tny 3 sub 1 tny 2 clr 1srt 2 clr 1srt 2 cmp 2 imm 3 cmp 2 dir 3 lda 1srt 3 lda 1srt 2 sta 1srt 2 sta 1srt 2 5 brset1 3 dir 5 bset1 2 dir 4 inc 1 tny 1 sla 1 inh 4 dec 1 tny 3 add 1 tny 3 sub 1 tny 2 clr 1srt 2 clr 1srt 2 sbc 2 imm 3 sbc 2 dir 3 lda 1srt 3 lda 1srt 2 sta 1srt 2 sta 1srt 3 5 brclr1 3 dir 5 bclr1 2 dir 4 inc 1 tny 1 coma 1 inh 4 dec 1 tny 3 add 1 tny 3 sub 1 tny 2 clr 1srt 2 clr 1srt 3 lda 1srt 3 lda 1srt 2 sta 1srt 2 sta 1srt 4 5 brset2 3 dir 5 bset2 2 dir 4 inc 1 tny 3 bcc 2 rel 1 lsra 1 inh 4 dec 1 tny 3 add 1 tny 3 sub 1 tny 2 clr 1srt 2 clr 1srt 2 and 2 imm 3 and 2 dir 3 lda 1srt 3 lda 1srt 2 sta 1srt 2 sta 1srt 5 5 brclr2 3 dir 5 bclr2 2 dir 4 inc 1 tny 3 bcs 2 rel 1 sha 1 inh 4 dec 1 tny 3 add 1 tny 3 sub 1 tny 2 clr 1srt 2 clr 1srt 3 lda 1srt 3 lda 1srt 2 sta 1srt 2 sta 1srt 6 5 brset3 3 dir 5 bset3 2 dir 4 inc 1 tny 3 bne 2 rel 1 rora 1 inh 4 dec 1 tny 3 add 1 tny 3 sub 1 tny 2 clr 1srt 2 clr 1srt 2 lda 2 imm 3 lda 2 dir 3 lda 1srt 3 lda 1srt 2 sta 1srt 2 sta 1srt 7 5 brclr3 3 dir 5 bclr3 2 dir 4 inc 1 tny 3 beq 2 rel 4 dec 1 tny 3 add 1 tny 3 sub 1 tny 2 clr 1srt 2 clr 1srt 3 sta 2 dir 3 lda 1srt 3 lda 1srt 2 sta 1srt 2 sta 1srt 8 5 brset4 3 dir 5 bset4 2 dir 4 inc 1 tny 1 clc 1 inh 1 lsla 1 inh 4 dec 1 tny 3 add 1 tny 3 sub 1 tny 2 clr 1srt 2 clr 1srt 2 eor 2 imm 3 eor 2 dir 3 lda 1srt 3 lda 1srt 2 sta 1srt 2 sta 1srt 9 5 brclr4 3 dir 5 bclr4 2 dir 4 inc 1 tny 1 sec 1 inh 1 rola 1 inh 4 dec 1 tny 3 add 1 tny 3 sub 1 tny 2 clr 1srt 2 clr 1srt 2 adc 2 imm 3 adc 2 dir 3 lda 1srt 3 lda 1srt 2 sta 1srt 2 sta 1srt a 5 brset5 3 dir 5 bset5 2 dir 4 inc 1 tny 5 dec 2 dir 1 deca 1 inh 4 dec 1 tny 3 add 1 tny 3 sub 1 tny 2 clr 1srt 2 clr 1srt 2 ora 2 imm 3 ora 2 dir 3 lda 1srt 3 lda 1srt 2 sta 1srt 2 sta 1srt b 5 brclr5 3 dir 5 bclr5 2 dir 4 inc 1 tny 6 dbnz 3 dir 4 dbnza 2 inh 4 dec 1 tny 3 add 1 tny 3 sub 1 tny 2 clr 1srt 2 clr 1srt 2 add 2 imm 3 add 2 dir 3 lda 1srt 3 lda 1srt 2 sta 1srt 2 sta 1srt c 5 brset6 3 dir 5 bset6 2 dir 4 inc 1 tny 5 inc 2 dir 1 inca 1 inh 4 dec 1 tny 3 add 1 tny 3 sub 1 tny 2 clr 1srt 2 clr 1srt 1 nop 1 inh 4 jmp 3 ext 3 lda 1srt 3 lda 1srt 2 sta 1srt 2 sta 1srt d 5 brclr6 3 dir 5 bclr6 2 dir 4 inc 1 tny 4 dec 1 tny 3 add 1 tny 3 sub 1 tny 2 clr 1srt 2 clr 1srt 3 bsr 2 rel 4 jsr 3 ext 3 lda 1srt 3 lda 1srt 2 sta 1srt 2 sta 1srt e 5 brset7 3 dir 5 bset7 2 dir 4 inc 1 tny 4 mov 3 imd 5 mov 3dd 4 dec 1 tny 3 add 1 tny 3 sub 1 tny 2 clr 1srt 2 clr 1srt 2+ stop 1 inh 3 rts 1 inh 3 lda 1srt 3 lda 1srt 2 sta 1srt 2 sta 1srt f 5 brclr7 3 dir 5 bclr7 2 dir 4 inc 1 tny 3 clr 2 dir 1 clra 1 inh 4 dec 1 tny 3 add 1 tny 3 sub 1 tny 2 clr 1srt 2 clr 1srt 2+ wait 1 inh 5+ bgnd 1 inh 3 lda 1srt 3 lda 1srt 2 sta 1srt 2 sta 1srt inh inherent rel relative imm immediate srt short dir direct tny tiny ext extended dd direct-direct imd immediate-direct high byte of opcode in hexadecimal b gray box is decoded as illegal instruction low byte of opcode in hexadecimal 0 3 sub 2 dir rs08 cycles opcode mnemonic number of bytes / addressing mode low high

 mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 73 chapter 9 internal clock source (rs08icsv1) 9.1 introduction the internal clock source (ics) module provides clock source choices for the mcu. the module contains a frequency-locked loop (fll) as a clock source that is controllable by an internal reference clock. the module can provide this fll clock or the internal reference clock as a source for the mcu system clock, icsout. whichever clock source is chosen, icsout is passed through a bus clock divider (bdiv), which allows a lower ?al output clock frequency to be derived. icsout is two times the bus frequency. figure 9-1  shows the mc9rs08ka2 series block diagram with the ics highlighted. figure 9-1. mc9rs08ka2 series block diagram highlighting ics block and pins rs08 core user ram  ?63 bytes notes: (1) pins are software configurable with pullup/pulldown device if input port. (2) integrated pullup device enabled if reset enabled (rstpe=1). (3) these pins are not available in 6-pin package power and pta v ss v dd internal clock source bdc rs08 system control rti cpu cop wakeup lvd reset and stop wakeup modes of operation power management 5-bit keyboard interrupt module pta0/kbip0/acmp+ (1) pta1/kbip1/acmp-  (1) pta2/kbip2/tclk/ reset/v pp (1),( 2) pta3/acmpo/bkgd/ms analog comparator module modulo timer module pta4/kbip4 (1),(3) pta5/kbip5 (1), (3) internal regulator ( kbi ) 5 tclk acmp- acmp+ acmpo ( ics )  ( acmp )  ( mtim ) user flash mc9rs08ka2 ?2048 bytes  mc9rs08ka1 ?1024 bytes

 internal clock source (rs08icsv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 74 freescale semiconductor 9.2 introduction the internal clock source (ics) module provides clock source choices for the mcu. the module contains a frequency-locked loop (fll) as a clock source that is controllable by an internal reference clock. the module can provide this fll clock or the internal reference clock as a source for the mcu system clock, icsout. whichever clock source is chosen, icsout is passed through a bus clock divider (bdiv) which allows a lower ?al output clock frequency to be derived. icsout is two times the bus frequency. 9.2.1 features key features of the ics module are:  frequency-locked loop (fll) is trimmable for accuracy  0.2% resolution using internal 32 khz reference  2% deviation over voltage and temperature using internal 32 khz reference  dco output is 512 times internal reference frequency  internal reference clock has 9 trim bits available  internal reference clock can be selected as the clock source for the mcu  whichever clock is selected as the source can be divided down  2 bit select for clock divider is provided (allowable dividers are: 1, 2, 4, and 8)  fll engaged internal mode is automatically selected out of reset 9.2.2 modes of operation there are four modes of operation for the ics: fei, fbi, fbilp, and stop. 9.2.2.1 fll engaged interna l (fei) in fll engaged internal mode, which is the default mode, the ics supplies a clock derived from the fll which is controlled by the internal reference clock. 9.2.2.2 fll bypassed interna l (fbi) in fll bypassed internal mode, the fll is enabled and controlled by the internal reference clock, but is bypassed. the ics supplies a clock derived from the internal reference clock. 9.2.2.3 fll bypassed interna l low power (fbilp) in fll bypassed internal low power mode, the fll is disabled and bypassed, and the ics supplies a clock derived from the internal reference clock.

 internal clock source (rs08icsv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 75 9.2.2.4 stop (stop) in stop mode, the fll is disabled and the internal reference clocks can be selected to be enabled or disabled. the ics does not provide an mcu clock source. 9.2.3 block diagram figure 9-2  shows the ics block diagram. figure 9-2. internal clock source (ics) block diagram 9.3 external signal description no ics signal connects off chip. dco filter trim 9 clks n=0-3 / 2 n internal reference clock bdiv 9 icsout 1 icsirclk irefsten lp icsffclk dcoout fll (32 khz) 1 icsout is two times the bus frequency icsirclk /2

 internal clock source (rs08icsv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 76 freescale semiconductor 9.4 register de?ition table 9-1  is a summary of ics registers. 9.4.1 ics control register 1 (icsc1) table 9-1. ics register summary name 76543 2 1 0 icsc1 r 0 clks 0 0 0 0 0 irefsten w icsc2 r bdiv 00 lp 000 w icstrm r trim w icssc r00000 clkst 0 ftrim w 7 654 3 210 r0 clks 00 0 00 irefsten w reset: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 = unimplemented figure 9-3. ics control register 1 (icsc1) table 9-2. icsc1 field descriptions field description 6 clks clock source select  ?selects the clock source that controls the bus frequency. the actual bus frequency depends on the value of the bdiv bits. 0 output of fll is selected 1 internal reference clock is selected 0 irefsten internal reference stop enable  ?controls whether the internal reference clock remains enabled when the ics enters stop mode. 1 internal reference clock remains enabled in stop 0 internal reference clock is disabled in stop

 internal clock source (rs08icsv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 77 9.4.2 ics control register 2 (icsc2) 9.4.3 ics trim register (icstrm) 76543210 r bdiv 00 lp 00 0 w reset: 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 = unimplemented figure 9-4. ics control register 2 (icsc2) table 9-3. icsc2 field descriptions field description 7:6 bdiv bus frequency divider  selects the amount to divide down the clock source selected by the clks bit. this controls the bus frequency. 00 encoding 0 ?divides selected clock by 1 01 encoding 1 ?divides selected clock by 2 (reset default) 10 encoding 2 ?divides selected clock by 4 11 encoding 3 ?divides selected clock by 8 3 lp low power select  ?controls whether the fll is disabled in fll bypassed modes. 1 fll is disabled in bypass modes 0 fll is not disabled in bypass mode 7 654 3 210 r trim w por: 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 reset: u u u u u u u u figure 9-5. ics trim register (icstrm) table 9-4. icstrm field descriptions field description 7:0 trim ics trim setting  ?the trim bits control the internal reference clock frequency by controlling the internal reference clock period. the bits?effect are binary weighted (i.e., bit 1 will adjust twice as much as bit 0). increasing the binary value in trim will increase the period, and decreasing the value will decrease the period. an additional ?e trim bit is available in icssc as the ftrim bit.

 internal clock source (rs08icsv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 78 freescale semiconductor 9.4.4 ics status and control (icssc) 9.5 functional description 9.5.1 operational modes the states of the ics are shown as a state diagram and are described in this section. the arrows indicate the allowed movements between the states. figure 9-7. clock switching modes 7 654 3 210 r 0 0 0 0 0 clkst 0 ftrim w por: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 reset: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 u = unimplemented figure 9-6. ics status and control register (icssc) table 9-5. icssc field descriptions field description 2 clkst clock mode status  the clkst read-only bit indicate the current clock mode. the clkst bit does not update immediately after a write to the clks bit due to internal synchronization between clock domains. 0 output of fll is selected 1 internal reference clock is selected 0 ftrim ics fine trim  ?the ftrim bit controls the smallest adjustment of the internal reference clock frequency. setting ftrim will increase the period and clearing ftrim will decrease the period by the smallest amount possible. fll bypassed internal low power(fbilp) clks=0 1 ics enters its stop state when mcu enters stop, fll is always disabled. ics returns to the state that was active before mcu entered stop, unless a reset occurs while in stop. 2  if irefsten is set when mcu enters stop, the icsirclk remains running. fll engaged internal (fei) fll bypassed internal (fbi) clks=1 lp=0 clks=1 lp=1 stop 1, 2

 internal clock source (rs08icsv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 79 9.5.1.1 fll engaged internal (fei) fll engaged internal (fei) is the default mode of operation out of any reset and is entered when clks is written to 0. in fll engaged internal mode, the icsout clock is derived from the fll clock, which is controlled by the internal reference clock. the fll loop will lock the frequency to 512 times the ?ter frequency. 9.5.1.2 fll bypassed internal (fbi) the fll bypassed internal (fbi) mode is entered when clks is written to 1 and lp bit is a 0. in fll bypassed internal mode, the icsout clock is derived from the internal reference clock. the fll clock is controlled by the internal reference clock, and the fll loop will lock the fll frequency to 512 times the ?ter frequency. 9.5.1.3 fll bypassed internal low power (fbilp) the fll bypassed internal low power (fbilp) mode is entered when clks is written to 1 and lp = 1. in fll bypassed internal low power mode, the icsout clock is derived from the internal reference clock and the fll is disabled. 9.5.1.4 stop ics stop mode is entered whenever the mcu enters stop. in this mode, all ics clocks are stopped except icsirclk which will remaining running if irefsten is written to a 1. when the mcu is interrupted from stop, the ics will go back to the operating mode that was running when the mcu entered stop. if the internal reference was not running in stop (irefsten = 0), the ics will take some time, t ir_wu , for the internal reference to wakeup. if the internal reference was already running in stop (irefsten = 1), entering into fei will take some time, t fll_wu , for the fll to return its previous acquired frequency. 9.5.2 mode switching when changing from fbilp to either fei or fbi, or anytime the trim value is written, the user should wait the fll acquisition time, t acquire , before fll will be guaranteed to be at desired frequency. 9.5.3 bus frequency divider the bdiv bits can be changed at anytime and the actual switch to the new frequency will occur immediately. 9.5.4 low power bit usage the low power bit (lp) is provided to allow the fll to be disabled and thus conserve power when it is not being used. however, in some applications it may be desirable to enable the fll and allow it to lock for

 internal clock source (rs08icsv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 80 freescale semiconductor maximum accuracy before switching to an fll engaged mode. the fll is disabled in bypass mode when lp = 1. 9.5.5 internal reference clock the icsirclk frequency can be re-targeted by trimming the period of the internal reference clock. this can be done by writing a new value to the trim bits in the icstrm register. writing a larger value will slow down the icsirclk frequency, and writing a smaller value to the icstrm register will speed up the icsirclk frequency. the trim bits will affect the icsout frequency if the ics is in fll engaged internal (fei), fll bypassed internal (fbi), or fll bypassed internal low power (fbilp) mode. the trim and ftrim values will not be affected by a reset. for the ics to run in stop, the lvde and lvdse bits in the spmsc1 must both be set before entering stop. until icsirclk is trimmed, icsout frequencies may exceed the maximum chip-level frequency and violate the chip-level clock timing speci?ations (see the device overview chapter). the bdiv is reset to a divide by 2 to prevent the bus frequency from exceeding the maximum. the user should trim the device to an allowable frequency before changing bdiv to a divide by 1 operation. 9.5.6 fixed frequency clock the ics provides the icsffclk output which can be used as an additional clock source to a peripheral such as a timer, when the ics is in fei. icsffclk is not a valid clock source for a peripheral when in either fbi or fbilp modes. icsffclk is icsrclk divided by two.

 mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 81 chapter 10 analog comparator (rs08acmpv1) 10.1 introduction the analog comparator module (acmp) provides a circuit for comparing two analog input voltages or for comparing one analog input voltage to an internal reference voltage. the comparator circuit is designed to operate across the full range of the supply voltage (rail to rail operation). figure 10-1  shows the mc9rs08ka2 series block diagram with the acmp highlighted. figure 10-1. mc9rs08ka2 series block diagram highlighting acmp block and pins rs08 core user ram  ?63 bytes notes: (1) pins are software configurable with pullup/pulldown device if input port. (2) integrated pullup device enabled if reset enabled (rstpe=1). (3) these pins are not available in 6-pin package power and pta v ss v dd internal clock source bdc rs08 system control rti cpu cop wakeup lvd reset and stop wakeup modes of operation power management 5-bit keyboard interrupt module pta0/kbip0/acmp+ (1) pta1/kbip1/acmp-  (1) pta2/kbip2/tclk/ reset/v pp (1),( 2) pta3/acmpo/bkgd/ms analog comparator module modulo timer module pta4/kbip4 (1),(3) pta5/kbip5 (1), (3) internal regulator ( kbi ) 5 tclk acmp- acmp+ acmpo ( ics )  ( acmp )  ( mtim ) user flash mc9rs08ka2 ?2048 bytes mc9rs08ka1 ?1024 bytes

 analog comparator (rs08acmpv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 82 freescale semiconductor 10.1.1 features the acmp has the following features:  full rail-to-rail supply operation  less than 40 mv of input offset  less than 15 mv of hysteresis  selectable interrupt on rising edge, falling edge, or either rising or falling edges of comparator output  option to compare to ?ed internal bandgap reference voltage  option to allow comparator output to be visible on a pin, acmpo  remains operational in stop mode 10.1.2 modes of operation this section de?es the acmp operation in wait, stop, and background debug modes. 10.1.2.1 operation in wait mode the acmp continues to operate in wait mode if enabled before executing the wait instruction. therefore, the acmp can be used to bring the mcu out of wait mode if the acmp interrupt is enabled (acie = 1). for lowest possible current consumption, the acmp should be disabled by software if not required as an interrupt source during wait mode. 10.1.2.2 operation in stop mode the acmp continues to operate in stop mode if enabled and compare operation remains active. if acope is enabled, comparator output operates as in the normal operating mode and comparator output is placed onto the external pin. the mcu is brought out of stop when a compare event occurs and acie is enabled; acf ?g sets accordingly. if stop is exited with a reset, the acmp will be put into its reset state. 10.1.2.3 operation in active background mode when the mcu is in active background mode, the acmp will continue to operate normally. 10.1.3 block diagram the block diagram for the analog comparator module is shown in figure 10-2 .

 analog comparator (rs08acmpv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 83 figure 10-2. analog comparator (acmp) block diagram + - interrupt control acbgs internal bus status and control register acmod set acf acme acf acie acope comparator acmp interrup t request acmp+ acmp- acmpo aco internal bandgap reference voltage acme

 analog comparator (rs08acmpv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 84 freescale semiconductor 10.2 external signal description the acmp has two analog input pins, acmp+ and acmp? and one digital output pin, acmpo. each of the input pins can accept an input voltage that varies across the full operating voltage range of the mcu. as shown in figure 10-2 , the acmp?pin is connected to the inverting input of the comparator, and the acmp+ pin is connected to the non-inverting input of the comparator if acbgs=0. as shown in figure 10-2 , the acmpo pin can be enabled to drive an external pin. the signal properties of acmp are shown in table 10-1 . 10.3 register de?ition the acmp includes one register:  an 8-bit status and control register refer to the direct-page register summary in the memory chapter of this data sheet for the absolute address assignments for all acmp registers. 10.3.1 acmp status and control register (acmpsc) acmpsc contains the status ?g and control bits which are used to enable and con?ure the acmp. table 10-1. signal properties signal function i/o acmp- inverting analog input to the acmp (minus input) i acmp+ non-inverting analog input to the acmp (positive input) i acmpo digital output of the acmp o 76543210 r acme acbgs acf acie aco acope acmod w reset: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 = unimplemented figure 10-3. acmp status and control register (acmpsc)

 analog comparator (rs08acmpv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 85 10.4 functional description the analog comparator can be used to compare two analog input voltages applied to acmp+ and acmp? or it can be used to compare an analog input voltage applied to acmp with an internal bandgap reference voltage. acbgs is used to select between the bandgap reference voltage or the acmp+ pin as the input to the non-inverting input of the analog comparator. the comparator output is high when the non-inverting input is greater than the inverting input, and it is low when the non-inverting input is less than the inverting input. acmod is used to select the condition which will cause acf to be set. acf can be set on a rising edge of the comparator output, a falling edge of the comparator output, or either a rising or a falling edge (toggle). the comparator output can be read directly through aco. the comparator output can also be driven onto the acmpo pin using acope. table 10-2. acmpsc field descriptions field description 7 acme analog comparator module enable  ?acme enables the acmp module. 0 acmp not enabled. 1 acmp is enabled. 6 acbgs analog comparator bandgap select  ?acbgs is used to select between the internal bandgap reference voltage or the acmp+ pin as the non-inverting input of the analog comparator. 0 external pin acmp+ selected as non-inverting input to comparator. 1 internal bandgap reference voltage selected as non-inverting input to comparator. 5 acf analog comparator flag  acf is set when a compare event occurs. compare events are de?ed by acmod. acf is cleared by writing a one to acf. 0 compare event has not occurred. 1 compare event has occurred. 4 acie analog comparator interrupt enable  ?acie enables the interrupt for the acmp. when acie is set, an interrupt will be asserted when acf is set. 0 interrupt disabled. 1 interrupt enabled. 3 aco analog comparator output  reading aco will return the current value of the analog comparator output. aco is reset to a 0 and will read as a 0 when the acmp is disabled (acme = 0). 2 acope analog comparator output pin enable  acope is used to enable the comparator output to be placed onto the external pin, acmpo. acope will only control the pin if the acmp is active (acme=1). 0 analog comparator output not available on acmpo. 1 analog comparator output is driven out on acmpo. 1:0 acmod analog comparator mode  ?acmod selects the type of compare event which sets acf. 00 encoding 0 ?comparator output falling edge. 01 encoding 1 ?comparator output rising edge. 10 encoding 2 ?comparator output falling edge. 11 encoding 3 ?comparator output rising or falling edge.

 analog comparator (rs08acmpv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 86 freescale semiconductor note comparator inputs are high impedence analog pins which are sensitive to noise. noisy vdd and/or pin toggling adjacent to the analog inputs may cause the comparator offset/hysteresis performance to exceed the speci?d values. maximum source impedence is restricted to the value speci?d in table 11-7 . to achieve maximum performance device is recommended to enter wait/stop mode for acmp measurement and adjacent pin toggling must be avoided.

 mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 87 chapter 11 modulo timer (rs08mtimv1) 11.1 introduction the mtim is a simple 8-bit timer with several software selectable clock sources and a programmable interrupt. the central component of the mtim is the 8-bit counter that can operate as a free-running counter or a modulo counter. a timer over?w interrupt can be enabled to generate periodic interrupts for time-based software loops. the tclk input is connected to the pta2 pin of the mc9rs08ka2 series. the xclk input is connected to the icsffclk clock divided by two, where the icsffclk is the ?ed-frequency internal reference clock from the ics module. figure 11-1  shows the mc9rs08ka2 series block diagram with the mtim highlighted. figure 11-1. mc9rs08ka2 series block diagram highlighting mtim block and pins rs08 core user ram  ?63 bytes notes: (1) pins are software configurable with pullup/pulldown device if input port. (2) integrated pullup device enabled if reset enabled (rstpe=1). (3) these pins are not available in 6-pin package power and pta v ss v dd internal clock source bdc rs08 system control rti cpu cop wakeup lvd reset and stop wakeup modes of operation power management 5-bit keyboard interrupt module pta0/kbip0/acmp+ (1) pta1/kbip1/acmp-  (1) pta2/kbip2/tclk/ reset/v pp (1),( 2) pta3/acmpo/bkgd/ms analog comparator module modulo timer module pta4/kbip4 (1),(3) pta5/kbip5 (1), (3) internal regulator ( kbi ) 5 tclk acmp- acmp+ acmpo ( ics )  ( acmp )  ( mtim ) user flash mc9rs08ka2 ?2048 bytes mc9rs08ka1 ?1024 bytes

 modulo timer (rs08mtimv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 88 freescale semiconductor 11.1.1 features timer system features include:  8-bit up-counter  free-running or 8-bit modulo limit  software controllable interrupt on over?w  counter reset bit (trst)  counter stop bit (tstp)  four software selectable clock sources for input to prescaler:  system bus clock ?rising edge  fixed frequency clock (xclk) ?rising edge  external clock source on the tclk pin ?rising edge  external clock source on the tclk pin ?falling edge  nine selectable clock prescale values:  clock source divide by 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, or 256 11.1.2 modes of operation this section de?es the mtims operation in stop, wait and background debug modes. 11.1.2.1 operation in wait mode the mtim continues to run in wait mode if enabled before executing the wait instruction. therefore, the mtim can be used to bring the mcu out of wait mode if the timer over?w interrupt is enabled. for lowest possible current consumption, the mtim should be disabled by software if not needed as an interrupt source during wait mode. 11.1.2.2 operation in stop modes the mtim is disabled in all stop modes, regardless of the settings before executing the stop instruction. therefore, the mtim cannot be used as a wake up source from stop mode. if stop is exited with a reset, the mtim will be put into its reset state. if stop is exited with an interrupt, the mtim continues from the state it was in when stop was entered. if the counter was active upon entering stop, the count will resume from the current value. 11.1.2.3 operation in active background mode the mtim suspends all counting until the mcu returns to normal user operating mode. counting resumes from the suspended value as long as an mtim reset did not occur (trst written to a 1 or any value is written to the mtimmod register).

 modulo timer (rs08mtimv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 89 11.1.3 block diagram the block diagram for the modulo timer module is shown figure 11-2 . figure 11-2. modulo timer (mtim) block diagram 11.2 external signal description the mtim includes one external signal, tclk, used to input an external clock when selected as the mtim clock source. the signal properties of tclk are shown in table 11-1 . the tclk input must be synchronized by the bus clock. also, variations in duty cycle and clock jitter must be accommodated. therefore, the tclk signal must be limited to one-fourth of the bus frequency. the tclk pin can be muxed with a general-purpose port pin. see the pins and connections  chapter for the pin location and priority of this function. 11.3 register de?ition each mtim includes four registers, which are summarized in table 11-2 :  an 8-bit status and control register  an 8-bit clock con?uration register  an 8-bit counter register  an 8-bit modulo register refer to the direct-page register summary in the memory section of this data sheet for the absolute address assignments for all mtim registers. this section refers to registers and control bits only by their names. table 11-1. signal properties signal function i/o tclk external clock source input into mtim i busclk tclk sync clock source select prescale and select divide by 8-bit modulo (mtimmod) 8-bit comparator trst tstp clks ps xclk toie mtim interrupt request tof 8-bit counter (mtimcnt)

 modulo timer (rs08mtimv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 90 freescale semiconductor 11.3.1 mtim status and control register (mtimsc) mtimsc contains the over?w status ?g and control bits which are used to con?ure the interrupt enable, reset the counter, and stop the counter. table 11-2. mtim register summary name 76543210 mtimsc rtof toie 0 tstp 0000 w trst mtimclk r0 0 clks ps w mtimcnt r count w mtimmod r mod w 7 654 3 210 r tof toie 0 tstp 0 000 w trst reset: 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 figure 11-3. mtim status and control register (mtimsc) table 11-3. mtimsc field descriptions field description 7 tof mtim over?w flag  this read-only bit is set when the mtim counter register over?ws to $00 after reaching the value in the mtim modulo register. clear tof by reading the mtimsc register while tof is set, then writing a 0 to tof. tof is also cleared when trst is written to a 1 or when any value is written to the mtimmod register. 0 mtim counter has not reached the over?w value in the mtim modulo register. 1 mtim counter has reached the over?w value in the mtim modulo register. 6 toie mtim over?w interrupt enable  ?this read/write bit enables mtim over?w interrupts. if toie is set, then an interrupt is generated when tof = 1. reset clears toie. do not set toie if tof = 1. clear tof ?st, then set toie. 0 tof interrupts are disabled. use software polling. 1 tof interrupts are enabled. 5 trst mtim counter reset  ?when a 1 is written to this write-only bit, the mtim counter register resets to $00 and tof is cleared. reading this bit always returns 0. 0 no effect. mtim counter remains at current state. 1 mtim counter is reset to $00. 4 tstp mtim counter stop  ?when set, this read/write bit stops the mtim counter at its current value. counting resumes from the current value when tstp is cleared. reset sets tstp to prevent the mtim from counting. 0 mtim counter is active. 1 mtim counter is stopped.

 modulo timer (rs08mtimv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 91 11.3.2 mtim clock con?uration register (mtimclk) mtimclk contains the clock select bits (clks) and the prescaler select bits (ps). 11.3.3 mtim counter register (mtimcnt) mtimcnt is the read-only value of the current mtim count of the 8-bit counter. 7 654 3 210 r 0 0 clks ps w reset: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 figure 11-4. mtim clock con?uration register (mtimclk) table 11-4. mtimclk field description field description 5:4 clks clock source select  ?these two read/write bits select one of four different clock sources as the input to the mtim prescaler. changing the clock source while the counter is active does not clear the counter. the count continues with the new clock source. reset clears clks to 00. 00 encoding 0 ?bus clock (busclk). 01 encoding 1 ?fixed-frequency clock (xclk). 10 encoding 3 ?external source (tclk pin), falling edge. 11 encoding 4 ?external source (tclk pin), rising edge. 3:0 ps clock source prescaler  ?these four read/write bits select one of nine outputs from the 8-bit prescaler. changing the prescaler value while the counter is active does not clear the counter. the count continues with the new prescaler value. reset clears ps to 0000. 0000  encoding 0 ?mtim clock source   1. 0001  encoding 1 ?mtim clock source   2. 0010  encoding 2 ?mtim clock source   4. 0011  encoding 3 ?mtim clock source   8. 0100  encoding 4 ?mtim clock source   16. 0101  encoding 5 ?mtim clock source   32. 0110  encoding 6 ?mtim clock source   64. 0111  encoding 7 ?mtim clock source   128. 1000  encoding 8 ?mtim clock source   256. all other encodings default to mtim clock source   256. 7 654 3 210 r count w reset: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 figure 11-5. mtim counter register (mtimcnt)

 modulo timer (rs08mtimv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 92 freescale semiconductor 11.3.4 mtim modulo register (mtimmod) table 11-5. mtimcnt field description field description 7:0 count mtim count  ?these eight read-only bits contain the current value of the 8-bit counter. writes have no effect to this register. reset clears the count to $00. 7 654 3 210 r mod w reset: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 figure 11-6. mtim modulo register (mtimmod) table 11-6. mtimmod descriptions field description 7:0 mod mtim modulo  ?these eight read/write bits contain the modulo value used to reset the count and set tof. a value of $00 puts the mtim in free-running mode. writing to mtimmod resets the count to $00 and clears tof. reset sets the modulo to $00.

 modulo timer (rs08mtimv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 93 11.4 functional description the mtim is composed of a main 8-bit up-counter with an 8-bit modulo register, a clock source selector, and a prescaler block with nine selectable values. the module also contains software selectable interrupt logic. the mtim counter (mtimcnt) has three modes of operation: stopped, free-running, and modulo. out of reset, the counter is stopped. if the counter is started without writing a new value to the modulo register, then the counter will be in free-running mode. the counter is in modulo mode when a value other than $00 is in the modulo register while the counter is running. after any mcu reset, the counter is stopped and reset to $00, and the modulus is set to $00. the bus clock is selected as the default clock source and the prescale value is divide by 1. to start the mtim in free-running mode, simply write to the mtim status and control register (mtimsc) and clear the mtim stop bit (tstp). four clock sources are software selectable: the internal bus clock, the ?ed frequency clock (xclk), and an external clock on the tclk pin, selectable as incrementing on either rising or falling edges. the mtim clock select bits (clks) in mtimclk are used to select the desired clock source. if the counter is active (tstp = 0) when a new clock source is selected, the counter will continue counting from the previous value using the new clock source. nine prescale values are software selectable: clock source divided by 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, or 256. the prescaler select bits (ps) in mtimclk select the desired prescale value. if the counter is active (tstp = 0) when a new prescaler value is selected, the counter will continue counting from the previous value using the new prescaler value. the mtim modulo register (mtimmod) allows the over?w compare value to be set to any value from $01 to $ff. reset clears the modulo value to $00, which results in a free running counter. when the counter is active (tstp = 0), the counter increments at the selected rate until the count matches the modulo value. when these values match, the counter over?ws to $00 and continues counting. the mtim over?w ?g (tof) is set whenever the counter over?ws. the ?g sets on the transition from the modulo value to $00. writing to mtimmod while the counter is active resets the counter to $00 and clears tof. clearing tof is a two-step process. the ?st step is to read the mtimsc register while tof is set. the second step is to write a 0 to tof. if another over?w occurs between the ?st and second steps, the clearing process is reset and tof will remain set after the second step is performed. this will prevent the second occurrence from being missed. tof is also cleared when a 1 is written to trst or when any value is written to the mtimmod register. the mtim allows for an optional interrupt to be generated whenever tof is set. to enable the mtim over?w interrupt, set the mtim over?w interrupt enable bit (toie) in mtimsc. toie should never be written to a 1 while tof = 1. instead, tof should be cleared ?st, then the toie can be set to 1.

 modulo timer (rs08mtimv1) mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 94 freescale semiconductor 11.4.1 mtim operation example this section shows an example of the mtim operation as the counter reaches a matching value from the modulo register. figure 11-7. mtim counter over?w example in the example of figure 11-7 , the selected clock source could be any of the four possible choices. the prescaler is set to ps = %0010 or divide-by-4. the modulo value in the mtimmod register is set to $aa. when the counter, mtimcnt, reaches the modulo value of $aa, the counter over?ws to $00 and continues counting. the timer over?w ?g, tof, sets when the counter value changes from $aa to $00. an mtim over?w interrupt is generated when tof is set, if toie = 1. selected clock source mtimcnt mtim clock (ps=%0010) mtimmod: $aa $a7 $a8 $a9 $aa $00 $01 tof

 mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 95 chapter 12 development support 12.1 introduction development support systems in the rs08 family include the rs08 background debug controller (bdc). the bdc provides a single-wire debug interface to the target mcu. this interface provides a convenient means for programming the on-chip flash and other nonvolatile memories. also, the bdc is the primary debug interface for development and allows non-intrusive access to memory data and traditional debug features such as cpu register modify, breakpoint, and single-instruction trace commands. in the rs08 family, address and data bus signals are not available on external pins. debug is done through commands fed into the target mcu via the single-wire background debug interface, including resetting the device without using a reset pin. figure 12-1. connecting mcu to host for debugging 12.2 features features of the rs08 background debug controller (bdc) include:  uses a single pin for background debug serial communications  non-intrusive of user memory resources; bdc registers are not located in the memory map  sync command to determine target communications rate  non-intrusive commands allow access to memory resources while cpu is running user code without stopping applications  active background mode commands for cpu register access  go and trace1 commands  background command can wake cpu from wait or stop modes mcu user pcb command translator target rs08 pod host rs-232 usb, ethernet

 chapter 12 development support mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 96 freescale semiconductor  bdc_reset command allows host to reset mcu without using a reset pin  one hardware address breakpoint built into bdc  rs08 clock source runs in stop mode if bdm enabled to allow debugging when cpu is in stop mode  cop watchdog suspended while in active background mode 12.3 rs08 background debug controller (bdc) all mcus in the rs08 family contain a single-wire background debug interface which supports in-circuit programming of on-chip non-volatile memory and sophisticated debug capabilities. unlike debug interfaces on earlier 8-bit mcus, this debug system provides for minimal interference with normal application resources. it does not use any user memory or locations in the memory map. it requires use of only the output-only bkgd pin. this pin will be shared with simple user output-only functions (typically port, comparator outputs, etc.), which can be easily debugged in normal user mode. rs08 bdm commands are divided into two groups:  active background mode commands require that the target mcu is in active background mode (the user program is not running). the background command causes the target mcu to enter active background mode. active background mode commands allow the cpu registers to be read or written and allow the user to trace one (trace1) user instruction at a time or go to the user program from active background mode.  non-intrusive commands can be executed at any time even while the user program is running. non-intrusive commands allow a user to read or write mcu memory locations or access status and control registers within the background debug controller (bdc). typically, a relatively simple interface pod is used to translate commands from a host computer into commands for the custom serial interface to the single-wire background debug system. depending on the development tool vendor, this interface pod may use a standard rs-232 serial port, a parallel printer port, or some other type of communication such as ethernet or a universal serial bus (usb) to communicate between the host pc and the pod. figure 12-2  shows the standard header for connection of a rs08 bdm pod. a pod is a small interface device that connects a host computer such as a personal computer to a target rs08 system. bkgd and gnd are the minimum connections required to communicate with a target mcu. the pseudo-open-drain reset signal is included in the connector to allow a direct hardware method for the host to force or monitor (if reset is available as output) a target system reset. the rs08 bdm pods supply the v pp voltage to the rs08 mcu when in-circuit programming is required. the v pp  connection from the pod is shared with reset as shown in figure 12-2 . for v pp  requirements see the flash speci?ations in the electricals appendix.

 chapter 12 development support mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 97 figure 12-2. standard rs08 bdm tool connector background debug controller (bdc) serial communications use a custom serial protocol that was ?st introduced on the m68hc12 family of microcontrollers. this protocol requires that the host knows the communication clock rate, which is determined by the target bdc clock rate. if a host is attempting to communicate with a target mcu that has an unknown bdc clock rate, a sync command may be sent to the target mcu to request a timed sync response signal from which the host can determine the correct communication speed. for rs08 mcus, the bdc clock is the same frequency as the mcu bus clock. for a detailed description of the communications protocol, refer to section 12.3.2, ?ommunication details ." 12.3.1 bkgd pin description bkgd is the single-wire background debug interface pin. bkgd is a pseudo-open-drain pin that contains an on-chip pullup, therefore it requires no external pullup resistor. unlike typical open-drain pins, the external resistor capacitor (rc) time constant on this pin, which is in?enced by external capacitance, plays almost no role in signal rise time. the custom protocol provides for brief, actively driven speedup pulses to force rapid rise times on this pin without risking harmful drive level con?cts. refer to section 12.3.2, ?ommunication details ," for more detail. the primary function of this pin is bidirectional serial communication of background debug commands and data. during reset, this pin selects between starting in active background mode and normal user mode running an application program. this pin is also used to request a timed sync response pulse to allow a host development tool to determine the target bdc clock frequency. by controlling the bkgd pin and forcing an mcu reset (issuing a bdc_reset command, or through a power-on reset (por)), the host can force the target system to reset into active background mode rather than start the user application program. this is useful to gain control of a target mcu whose flash program memory has not yet been programmed with a user application program. when no debugger pod is connected to the 6-pin bdm interface connector, the internal pullup on bkgd determines the normal operating mode. on some rs08 devices, the bkgd pin may be shared with an alternative output-only function. to support bdm debugging, the user must disable this alternative function. debugging of the alternative function should be done in normal user mode without using bdm. 2 4 6 5 3 1 reset/v pp bkgd gnd v dd no connect no connect

 chapter 12 development support mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 98 freescale semiconductor 12.3.2 communication details the bdc serial interface requires the host to generate a falling edge on the bkgd pin to indicate the start of each bit time. the host provides this falling edge whether data is transmitted or received. the bdc serial communication protocol requires the host to know the target bdc clock speed. commands and data are sent most signi?ant bit ?st (msb-?st) at 16 bdc clock cycles per bit. the interface times out if 512 bdc clock cycles occur between falling edges from the host. any bdc command that was in progress when this timeout occurs is aborted without affecting the memory or operating mode of the target mcu system. figure 12-3 shows an external host transmitting a logic 1 or 0 to the bkgd pin of a target mcu. the host is asynchronous to the target so there is a 0-to-1 cycle delay from the host-generated falling edge to where the target perceives the beginning of the bit time. ten target bdc clock cycles later, the target senses the bit level on the bkgd pin. typically, the host actively drives the pseudo-open-drain bkgd pin during host-to-target transmissions to speed up rising edges. because the target does not drive the bkgd pin during the host-to-target period, there is no need to treat the line as an open-drain signal during this period. figure 12-3. bdc host-to-target serial bit timing earliest start target senses bit level 10 cycles synchronization uncertainty bdc clock (target mcu) host transmit 1 host transmit 0 perceived start of bit time of next bit

 chapter 12 development support mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 99 figure 12-4 shows the host receiving a logic 1 from the target mcu. because the host is asynchronous to the target, there is a 0-to-1 cycle delay from the host-generated falling edge on bkgd to the perceived start of the bit time in the target. the host holds the bkgd pin low long enough for the target to recognize it (at least two target bdc cycles). the host must release the low drive before the target drives a brief active-high speedup pulse seven cycles after the perceived start of the bit time. the host should sample the bit level approximately 10 cycles after it started the bit time. figure 12-4. bdc target-to-host serial bit timing (logic 1) host samples bkgd pin 10 cycles bdc clock (target mcu) host drive to bkgd pin target mcu speedup pulse perceived start of bit time high impedance high impedance high impedance bkgd pin r-c rise 10 cycles earliest start of next bit

 chapter 12 development support mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 100 freescale semiconductor figure 12-5 shows the host receiving a logic 0 from the target mcu. because the host is asynchronous to the target, there is a 0-to-1 cycle delay from the host-generated falling edge on bkgd to the start of the bit time as perceived by the target. the host initiates the bit time but the target ?ishes it. because the target wants the host to receive a logic 0, it drives the bkgd pin low for 13 bdc clock cycles, then brie? drives it high to speed up the rising edge. the host samples the bit level approximately 10 cycles after starting the bit time. figure 12-5. bdm target-to-host serial bit timing (logic 0) 12.3.3 sync and serial communication timeout the host initiates a host-to-target serial transmission by generating a falling edge on the bkgd pin. if bkgd is kept low for more than 128 target clock cycles, the target understands that a sync command was issued. in this case, the target will keep waiting for a rising edge on bkgd to answer the sync request pulse. if the rising edge is not detected, the target will keep waiting inde?itely, without any timeout limit. when a rising edge on bkgd occurs after a valid sync request, the bdc will drive the bkgd pin low for exactly 128 bdc cycles. consider now the case where the host returns bkgd to logic 1 before 128 cycles. this is interpreted as a valid bit transmission, and not as a sync request. the target will keep waiting for another falling edge marking the start of a new bit. if, however, a new falling edge is not detected by the target within 512 clock cycles since the last falling edge, a timeout occurs and the current command is discarded without affecting memory or the operating mode of the mcu. this is referred as a soft-reset to the bdc. if a read command is issued but the data is not retrieved within 512 serial clock cycles, a soft-reset will occur causing the command to be disregarded. the data is not available for retrieving after the timeout has occurred. a soft-reset is also used to end a read_block or write_block command. 10 cycles bdc clock (target mcu) host drive to bkgd pin target mcu drive and perceived start of bit time high impedance bkgd pin 10 cycles speedup pulse speedup pulse earliest start of next bit host samples bkgd pin

 chapter 12 development support mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 101 the following describes the actual bit-time requirements for a host to guarantee logic 1 or 0 bit transmission without the target timing out or interpreting the bit as a sync command:  to send a logic 0, bkgd must be kept low for a minimum of 12 bdc cycles and up to 511 bdc cycles except for the ?st bit of a command sequence, which will be detected as a sync request.  to send a logic 1, bkgd must be held low for at least four bdc cycles, be released by the eighth cycle, and be held high until at least the sixteenth bdc cycle.  subsequent bits must occur within 512 bdc cycles of the last bit sent. 12.4 bdc registers and control bits the bdc contains two non-cpu accessible registers:  the bdc status and control register (bdcscr) is an 8-bit register containing control and status bits for the background debug controller.  the bdc breakpoint register (bdcbkpt) holds a 16-bit breakpoint match address. these registers are accessed with dedicated serial bdc commands and are not located in the memory space of the target mcu (so they do not have addresses and cannot be accessed by user programs). some of the bits in the bdcscr have write limitations; otherwise, these registers may be read or written at any time. for example, the enbdm control bit may not be written while the mcu is in active background mode. this prevents the ambiguous condition of the control bit forbidding active background mode while the mcu is already in active background mode. also, the status bits (bdmact, ws, and wsf) are read-only status indicators and can never be written by the write_control serial bdc command. 12.4.1 bdc status and control register (bdcscr) this register can be read or written by serial bdc commands (read_status and write_control) but is not accessible to user programs because it is not located in the normal memory map of the mcu. 76543210 r enbdm bdmact bkpten fts 0 ws wsf 0 w normal reset 00000000 reset in active bdm: 11000000 = unimplemented or reserved figure 12-6. bdc status and control register (bdcscr)

 chapter 12 development support mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 102 freescale semiconductor 12.4.2 bdc breakpoint match register this 16-bit register holds the 14-bit address for the hardware breakpoint in the bdc. the bkpten and fts control bits in bdcscr are used to enable and con?ure the breakpoint logic. dedicated serial bdc commands (read_bkpt and write_bkpt) are used to read and write the bdcbkpt register. breakpoints are normally set while the target mcu is in active background mode before running the user application program. however, because read_bkpt and write_bkpt are non-intrusive commands, they could be executed even while the user program is running. for additional information about setup and use of the hardware breakpoint logic in the bdc, refer to the rs08 family reference manual. table 12-1. bdcscr register field descriptions field description 7 enbdm enable bdm (permit active background mode) ?typically, this bit is written to 1 by the debug host shortly after the beginning of a debug session or whenever the debug host resets the target and remains 1 until a normal reset clears it . if the application can go into stop mode, this bit is required to be set if debugging capabilities are required . 0 bdm cannot be made active (non-intrusive commands still allowed). 1 bdm can be made active to allow active background mode commands. 6 bdmact background mode active status  ?this is a read-only status bit . 0 bdm not active (user application program running). 1 bdm active and waiting for serial commands. 5 bkpten bdc breakpoint enable  ?if this bit is clear, the bdc breakpoint is disabled and the fts (force tag select) control bit and bdcbkpt match register are ignored 0 bdc breakpoint disabled. 1 bdc breakpoint enabled. 4 fts force/tag select  ?when fts = 1, a breakpoint is requested whenever the cpu address bus matches the bdcbkpt match register .  when fts = 0, a match between the cpu address bus and the bdcbkpt register causes the fetched opcode to be tagged .  if this tagged opcode ever reaches the end of the instruction queue, the cpu enters active background mode rather than executing the tagged opcode . 0 tag opcode at breakpoint address and enter active background mode if cpu attempts to execute that instruction. 1 breakpoint match forces active background mode at next instruction boundary (address need not be an opcode). 2 ws wait or stop status  ?when the target cpu is in wait or stop mode, most bdc commands cannot function . however, the background command can be used to force the target cpu out of wait or stop and into active background mode where all bdc commands work .  whenever the host forces the target mcu into active background mode, the host should issue a read_status command to check that bdmact = 1 before attempting other bdc commands . 0 target cpu is running user application code or in active background mode (was not in wait or stop mode when background became active). 1 target cpu is in wait or stop mode, or a background command was used to change from wait or stop to active background mode. 1 wsf wait or stop failure status  this status bit is set if a memory access command failed due to the target cpu executing a wait or stop instruction at or about the same time .  the usual recovery strategy is to issue a background command to get out of wait or stop mode into active background mode, repeat the command that failed, then return to the user program . (typically, the host would restore cpu registers and stack values and re-execute the wait or stop instruction . ) 0 memory access did not con?ct with a wait or stop instruction. 1 memory access command failed because the cpu entered wait or stop mode.

 chapter 12 development support mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 103 12.5 rs08 bdc commands bdc commands are sent serially from a host computer to the bkgd pin of the target mcu. all commands and data are sent msb-?st using a custom bdc communications protocol. active background mode commands require that the target mcu is currently in the active background mode while non-intrusive commands may be issued at any time whether the target mcu is in active background mode or running a user application program. table 12-2  shows all rs08 bdc commands, a shorthand description of their coding structure, and the meaning of each command. coding structure nomenclature the following nomenclature is used in table 12-2 to describe the coding structure of the bdc commands. commands begin with an 8-bit command code in the host-to-target direction (most signi?ant bit ?st) /  = separates parts of the command d = delay 16 to 511 target bdc clock cycles soft-reset = delay of at least 512 bdc clock cycles from last host falling-edge aaaa = 16-bit address in the host-to-target direction 1 rd = eight bits of read data in the target-to-host direction wd = eight bits of write data in the host-to-target direction rd16 = 16 bits of read data in the target-to-host direction wd16 = 16 bits of write data in the host-to-target direction ss = the contents of bdcscr in the target-to-host direction (status) cc = eight bits of write data for bdcscr in the host-to-target direction (control) rbkp = 16 bits of read data in the target-to-host direction (from bdcbkpt breakpoint register) wbkp = 16 bits of write data in the host-to-target direction (for bdcbkpt breakpoint register) 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 r0 0 a13 a12 a11 a10 a9 a8 a7 a6 a5 a4 a3 a2 a1 a0 w any  reset 0000000000000000 = unimplemented or reserved figure 12-7. bdc breakpoint match register (bdcbkpt) 1. the rs08 cpu uses only 14 bits of address and occupies the lower 14 bits of the 16-bit aaaa address ?ld. the values of address bits 15 and 14 in aaaa are truncated and thus do not matter.

 chapter 12 development support mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 104 freescale semiconductor table 12-2. rs08 bdc command summary command mnemonic active background mode/ non-intrusive coding structure description sync non-intrusive n/a (1) request a timed reference pulse to deter- mine target bdc communication speed bdc_reset any cpu mode 18 (2) request an mcu reset background non-intrusive 90/d enter active background mode if enabled (ignore if enbdm bit equals 0) read_status non-intrusive e4/ss read bdc status from bdcscr write_control non-intrusive c4/cc write bdc controls in bdcscr read_byte non-intrusive e0/aaaa/d/rd read a byte from target memory read_byte_ws non-intrusive e1/aaaa/d/ss/rd read a byte and report status write_byte non-intrusive c0/aaaa/wd/d write a byte to target memory write_byte_ws non-intrusive c1/aaaa/wd/d/ss write a byte and report status read_bkpt non-intrusive e2/rbkp read bdcbkpt breakpoint register write_bkpt non-intrusive c2/wbkp write bdcbkpt breakpoint register go active background mode 08/d go to execute the user application pro- gram starting at the address currently in the pc trace1 active background mode 10/d trace one user instruction at the address in the pc, then return to active back- ground mode read_block active background mode 80/aaaa/d/rd (3) read a block of data from target memory starting from aaaa continuing until a soft-reset is detected write_block active background mode 88/aaaa/wd/d (4) write a block of data to target memory starting at aaaa continuing until a soft-reset is detected read_a active background mode 68/d/rd read accumulator (a)

 chapter 12 development support mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 105 write_a active background mode 48/wd/d write accumulator (a) read_ccr_pc active background mode 6b/d/rd16 (5) read the ccr bits z, c concatenated with the 14-bit program counter (pc) rd16=zc:pc write_ccr_pc active background mode 4b/wd16/d (6) write the ccr bits z, c concatenated with the 14-bit program counter (pc) wd16=zc:pc read_spc active background mode 6f/d/rd16 (7) read the 14-bit shadow program counter (spc) rd16=0:0:spc write_spc active background mode 4f/wd16/d (8) write 14-bit shadow program counter (spc) wd16 = x:x:spc, the two most signi?ant bits shown by ??are ignored by target 1. the sync command is a special operation which does not have a command code. 2. 18 was hcs08 bdc command for taggo. 3. each rd requires a delay between host read data byte and next read, command ends when target detects a soft-reset. 4. each wd requires a delay between host write data byte and next byte, command ends when target detects a soft-reset. 5. hcs08 bdc had separate read_ccr and read_pc commands, the rs08 bdc combined this commands. 6. hcs08 bdc had separate write_ccr and write_pc commands, the rs08 bdc combined this commands. 7. 6f is read_sp (read stack pointer) for hcs08 bdc. 8. 4f is write_sp (write stack pointer) for hcs08 bdc. table 12-2. rs08 bdc command summary (continued) command mnemonic active background mode/ non-intrusive coding structure description
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 mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 107 appendix a electrical characteristics a.1 introduction this chapter contains electrical and timing speci?ations. a.2 absolute maximum ratings absolute maximum ratings are stress ratings only, and functional operation at the maxima is not guaranteed. stress beyond the limits speci?d in table a-1  may affect device reliability or cause permanent damage to the device. for functional operating conditions, refer to the remaining tables in this chapter. this device contains circuitry protecting against damage due to high static voltage or electrical ?lds; however, it is advised that normal precautions be taken to avoid application of any voltages higher than maximum-rated voltages to this high-impedance circuit. reliability of operation is enhanced if unused inputs are tied to an appropriate logic voltage level (for instance, either v ss or v dd ) or the programmable pull-up resistor associated with the pin is enabled. table a-1. absolute maximum ratings rating symbol value unit supply voltage v dd ?.3 to +5.8 v maximum current into v dd i dd 120 ma digital input voltage v in ?.3 to v dd + 0.3 v instantaneous maximum current single pin limit (applies to all port pins) 1, 2, 3 1 input must be current limited to the value speci?d. to determine the value of the required current-limiting resistor, calculat e resistance values for positive (v dd ) and negative (v ss ) clamp voltages, then use the larger of the two resistance values. 2 all functional non-supply pins are internally clamped to v ss  and v dd except the reset/v pp  pin which is internally clamped to v ss  only. 3 power supply must maintain regulation within operating v dd range during instantaneous and operating maximum current conditions. if positive injection current (v in >v dd ) is greater than i dd , the injection current may ow out of v dd and could result in external power supply going out of regulation. ensure external v dd load will shunt current greater than maximum injection current. this will be the greatest risk when the mcu is not consuming power. examples are: if no system clock is present, or if the clock rate is very low which would reduce overall power consumption. i d   25 ma storage temperature range t stg ?5 to 150  c

 appendix a electrical characteristics mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 108 freescale semiconductor a.3 thermal characteristics this section provides information about operating temperature range, power dissipation, and package thermal resistance. power dissipation on i/o pins is usually small compared to the power dissipation in on-chip logic and voltage regulator circuits and it is user-determined rather than being controlled by the mcu design. in order to take p i/o  into account in power calculations, determine the difference between actual pin voltage and v ss  or v dd  and multiply by the pin current for each i/o pin. except in cases of unusually high pin current (heavy loads), the difference between pin voltage and v ss or v dd will be very small. the average chip-junction temperature (t j ) in  c can be obtained from: t j  = t a  + (p d  ja ) eqn. a-1 where: t a = ambient temperature,  c  ja  = package thermal resistance, junction-to-ambient,  c/w p d  = p int + p i/o p int  = i dd   v dd , watts ?chip internal power p i/o  = power dissipation on input and output pins ?user determined for most applications, p i/o << p int and can be neglected. an approximate relationship between p d and t j (if p i/o  is neglected) is: table a-2. thermal characteristics rating symbol value unit operating temperature range (packaged) t a t l  to t h ?0 to 85  c maximum junction temperature t jmax 105  c thermal resistance 1,2,3,4 6-pin dfn 1s 2s2p 8-pin pdip 1s 2s2p 8-pin soic 1s 2s2p 1 junction temperature is a function of die size, on-chip power dissipation, package thermal resistance, mounting site (board) temperature, ambient temperature, air ?w, power dissipation of other components on the board, and board thermal resistance. 2 junction to ambient natural convection 3 1s - single layer board, one signal layer 4 2s2p - four layer board, 2 signal and 2 power layers  ja 225 53 115 74 160 98  c/w

 appendix a electrical characteristics mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 109 p d  = k   (t j  + 273  c) eqn. a-2 solving equation a-1  and equation a-2  for k gives: k = p d   (t a  + 273  c) +  ja   (p d ) 2 eqn. a-3 where k is a constant pertaining to the particular part. k can be determined from equation a-3  by measuring p d  (at equilibrium) for a known t a . using this value of k, the values of p d  and t j  can be obtained by solving equations 1 and 2 iteratively for any value of t a . a.4 electrostatic discharge (esd) protection characteristics although damage from static discharge is much less common on these devices than on early cmos circuits, normal handling precautions should be used to avoid exposure to static discharge. quali?ation tests are performed to ensure that these devices can withstand exposure to reasonable levels of static without suffering any permanent damage. all esd testing is in conformity with cdf-aec-q00 stress test quali?ation for automotive grade integrated circuits. (http://www.aecouncil.com/)   a device is considered to have failed if, after exposure to esd pulses, the device no longer meets the device speci?ation requirements. complete dc parametric and functional testing is performed per the applicable device speci?ation at room temperature followed by hot temperature, unless speci?d otherwise in the device speci?ation. a.5 dc characteristics this section includes information about power supply requirements, i/o pin characteristics, and power supply current in various operating modes. table a-3. esd protection characteristics parameter symbol value unit esd target for machine model (mm) mm circuit description v thmm 200 v esd target for human body model (hbm) hbm circuit description v thhbm 2000 v table a-4. dc characteristics (temperature range = ?0 to 85  c ambient) parameter symbol min typical max unit supply voltage (run, wait and stop modes.) 0 < f bus   2.3v) (all digital inputs) v ih 0.70   v dd ? input high voltage (1.8 v  v dd  2.3 v) (all digital inputs) v ih 0.85   v dd ?

 appendix a electrical characteristics mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 110 freescale semiconductor input low voltage (v dd  > 2.3 v) (all digital inputs) v il  0.30  v dd v input low voltage (1.8 v   v dd  2.3 v) (all digital inputs) v il  0.30  v dd v input hysteresis (all digital inputs) v hys 0.06   v dd ? input leakage current (per pin) v in  = v dd  or v ss, all input only pins |i in |  0.025 1.0  a high impedance (off-state) leakage current (per pin) v in = v dd or v ss , all input/output |i oz |  0.025 1.0  a internal pullup/pulldown resistors 2 (all port pins) r pu 20 45 65 k ? output high voltage (port a) i oh = ? ma (v dd   4.5 v) i oh = ? ma (v dd   3 v) i oh = ? ma (v dd   1.8 v) v oh v dd  ?0.8    v maximum total i oh  for all port pins |i oht |  40 ma output low voltage (port a) i ol = 5 ma (v dd   4.5 v) i ol = 3 ma (v dd   3 v) i ol = 2 ma (v dd   1.8 v) v ol    0.8 0.8 0.8 v maximum total i ol  for all port pins i olt ?0ma dc injection current 3, 4, 5 6 v in < v ss , v in > v dd single pin limit total mcu limit, includes sum of all stressed pins |i ic |   0.2 0.8 ma ma input capacitance (all non-supply pins) c in ?pf 1 this parameter is characterized and not tested on each device. 2 measurement condition for pull resistors: v in  = v ss  for pullup and v in  = v dd  for pulldown. 3 all functional non-supply pins are internally clamped to v ss  and v dd  except the reset/v pp  which is internally clamped to v ss  only. 4 input must be current limited to the value speci?d. to determine the value of the required current-limiting resistor, calculate resistance values for positive and negative clamp voltages, then use the larger of the two values. 5 power supply must maintain regulation within operating v dd range during instantaneous and operating maximum current conditions. if positive injection current (v in >v dd ) is greater than i dd , the injection current may ow out of v dd and could result in external power supply going out of regulation. ensure external v dd load will shunt current greater than maximum injection current. this will be the greatest risk when the mcu is not consuming power. examples are: if no system clock is present, or if clock rate is very low which would reduce overall power consumption. 6 this parameter is characterized and not tested on each device. table a-4. dc characteristics (continued) (temperature range = ?0 to 85  c ambient) parameter symbol min typical max unit

 appendix a electrical characteristics mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 111 figure 12-8. typical ioh vs. vdd-voh vdd = 5 v figure 12-9. typical ioh vs. vdd-voh vdd = 3 v figure 12-10. typical ioh vs. vdd-voh vdd = 1.8 v

 appendix a electrical characteristics mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 112 freescale semiconductor figure 12-11. typical i ol  vs. v ol vdd = 5 v figure 12-12. typical i ol  vs. v ol vdd = 3 v figure 12-13. typical v dd -v oh  vs. v dd  at i oh =2ma

 appendix a electrical characteristics mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 113 figure 12-14. typical v ol vs. v dd  at i ol =2ma a.6 supply current characteristics table a-5.  supply current characteristics parameter symbol v dd  (v) typical 1 max 2 temp. (  c) run supply current 3  measured at (f bus  = 10 mhz) ri dd10 5 5.6 ma 5.8 ma 6.5 ma 25 85 3 4.7 ma 4.8 ma 5.5 ma 25 85 1.8 2.3 ma 2.4 ma 3 ma 25 85 run supply current 3  measured at (f bus  = 1.25 mhz) ri dd1 5 1 ma 1.1 ma 1.5 ma 25 85 3 0.9 ma 0.95 ma 1.2 ma 25 85 1.8 0.6 ma 0.62 ma 0.8 ma 25 85 stop mode supply current si dd 51  a 3  a 2  a 5  a 25 85 3 0.9  a 2.5  a 2  a 5  a 25 85 1.8 0.7  a 2  a 2  a 4  a 25 85 bandgap buffer adder from stop (bgbe = 1) 520  a30  a25 85 320  a30  a25 85 1.8 20  a30  a25 85

 appendix a electrical characteristics mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 114 freescale semiconductor acmp adder from stop (acme = 1) 515  a20  a25 85 315  a20  a25 85 1.8 15  a20  a25 85 rti adder from stop with 1-khz clock source enabled 4 5 300 na 500na 25 85 3 300 na 500na 25 85 1.8 300 na 500na 25 85 rti adder from stop with 32-khz ics internal clock source reference enabled 5 140  a 165  a25 85 3 140  a 165  a25 85 1.8 135  a 160  a25 85 lvi adder from stop (lvde=1 and lvdse=1) 570  a85  a25 85 370  a85  a25 85 1.8 65  a80  a25 85 1 typicals are measured at 25  c. 2 maximum value is measured at the nominal v dd  voltage times 10% tolerance. values given here are preliminary estimates prior to completing characterization 3 does not include any dc loads on port pins 4 most customers are expected to ?d that auto-wakeup from stop can be used instead of the higher current wait mode. wait mode typical is 560  a at 3 v and 422  a at 2v with f bus  = 1 mhz. table a-5.  supply current characteristics parameter symbol v dd  (v) typical 1 max 2 temp. (  c)

 appendix a electrical characteristics mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 115 figure 12-15. typical run i dd  vs. v dd  for fei mode a.7 analog comparator (acmp) electricals a.8 internal clock source characteristics table a-6. analog comparator electrical speci?ations characteristic symbol min typical max unit supply voltage v dd 1.80  5.5 v supply current (active) i ddac -- 20 35  a analog input voltage v ain v ss  ?0.3  v dd v analog input offset voltage 1 1 these data are characterized but not production tested. measurements are made with the device entered stop mode. v aio 20 40 mv analog comparator hysteresis 1 v h 3.0 9.0 15.0 mv analog source impedance r as   10 k ? analog input leakage current i alkg -- -- 1.0  a analog comparator initialization delay t ainit   1.0  s analog comparator bandgap reference voltage v bg 1.208 1.218 1.228 v table a-7. internal clock source speci?ations characteristic symbol min typ 1 max unit average internal reference frequency - untrimmed f int_ut 25 31.25 41.66 khz average internal reference frequency - trimmed f int_t 31.25 31.25 39.0625 khz dco output frequency range - untrimmed f dco_ut 12.8 16 21.33 mhz dco output frequency range - trimmed f dco_t 16 16 20 mhz resolution of trimmed dco output frequency at ?ed voltage and temperature ? f dco_res_t   0.2 %f dco total deviation of trimmed dco output frequency over voltage and temperature ? f dco_t   2 %f dco fll acquisition time 2,3 t acquire  1ms

 appendix a electrical characteristics mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 116 freescale semiconductor a.9 ac characteristics this section describes ac timing characteristics for each peripheral system. a.9.1 control timing figure a-1. reset timing stop recovery time (fll wakeup to previous acquired frequency) irefsten=0 irefsten=1 t_wakeup  100 86   s 1 data in typical column was characterized at 3.0 v and 5.0 v, 25  c or is typical recommended value. 2 this parameter is characterized and not tested on each device. 3 this speci?ation applies to any time the fll reference source or reference divider is changed, trim value changed or changing from fll disabled (fbilp) to fll enabled (fei, fbi). table a-8. control timing parameter symbol min typical max unit bus frequency (t cyc  = 1/f bus )f bus dc  10 mhz real time interrupt internal oscillator period t rti 700 1000 1300  s external reset pulse width 1 1 this is the shortest pulse that is guaranteed to pass through the pin input ?ter circuitry. shorter pulses may or may not be recognized. t extrst 150  ns kbi pulse width 2 2 this is the minimum pulse width that is guaranteed to pass through the pin synchronization circuitry. shorter pulses may or may not be recognized. in stop mode, the synchronizer is bypassed so shorter pulses can be recognized in that case. t kbipw 1.5 t cyc ?s kbi pulse width in stop 1 t kbipws 100  ns port rise and fall time (load = 50 pf) 3 slew rate control disabled (ptxse = 0) slew rate control enabled (ptxse = 1) 3 timing is shown with respect to 20% v dd  and 80% v dd  levels. temperature range ?0  c to 85  c. t rise , t fall   11 35   ns table a-7. internal clock source speci?ations characteristic symbol min typ 1 max unit t extrst reset

 appendix a electrical characteristics mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 117 figure a-2. kbi pulse width a.10 flash speci?ations this section provides details about program/erase times and program-erase endurance for the flash memory. for detailed information about program/erase operations, see chapter 4, ?emory . t kbipw kbi pin t kbipw kbi pin  (rising or high level) (falling or low level) t kbipws t kbipws

 appendix a electrical characteristics mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 118 freescale semiconductor table a-9. flash characteristics characteristic symbol min typical 1 1 typicals are measured at 25  c. max unit supply voltage for program/erase v dd 2.7  5.5 v program/erase voltage v pp 11.8 12 12.2 v v pp  current program mass erase i vpp_prog i vpp_erase     200 100  a  a supply voltage for read operation 0 < f bus  < 10 mhz v read 1.8  5.5 v byte program time t prog 20  40  s mass erase time t me 500   ms cumulative program hv time 2 2 t hv is the cumulative high voltage programming time to the same row before next erase. same address can not be programmed more than twice before next erase. t hv  8ms total cumulative hv time (total of t me &t hv  applied to device) t hv_total   2 hours hven to program setup time t pgs 10    s pgm/mass to hven setup time t nvs 5  s hven hold time for pgm t nvh 5  s hven hold time for mass t nvh1 100    s v pp  to pgm/mass setup time t vps 20   ns hven to v pp  hold time t vph 20   ns v pp  rise time 3 3 fast v pp rise time may potentially trigger the esd protection structure, which may result in over current ?wing into the pad and cause permanent damage to the pad. external ?tering for the v pp  power source is recommended. an example vpp ?ter is shown in figure a-3 . t vrs 200   ns recovery time t rcv 1  s program/erase endurance t l  to t h  = ?0  c to + 85  c 1000   cycles data retention t d_ret 15 100  years

 appendix a electrical characteristics mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 119 figure a-3. example v pp  filtering figure a-4. flash program timing 100  ? v pp 12 v 1 nf  pgm  hven  v pp 2 t vps t rs t nvh t rcv t vph t hv 1 next data applies if programming multiple bytes in a single row, reference 4.6.2, ?lash programming procedure ? 2 v dd  must be at a valid operating voltage before voltage is applied or removed from the v pp  pin.  write data 1 t nvs t pgs t prog data next data

 appendix a electrical characteristics mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 120 freescale semiconductor figure a-5. flash mass erase timing  mass  hven  v pp 1 t vps t rs t nvh1 t rcv t vph t me 1 v dd  must be at a valid operating voltage before voltage is applied or removed from the v pp  pin. t nvs

 mc9rs08ka2 series data sheet, rev. 2 freescale semiconductor 121 appendix b ordering information and mechanical drawings b.1 ordering information this section contains ordering numbers for mc9rs08ka2 series devices. see below for an example of the device numbering system. b.2 mechanical drawings this following pages contain mechanical specitcations for mc9rs08ka2 series package options:  6-pin dfn (dual ?at no-lead)  8-pin pdip (plastic dual in-line pin)  8-pin nb-soic (narrow body small outline integrated circuit) table b-1. device numbering system device number memory package flash ram type designator document no.      mc9rs08ka2 mc9rs08ka1 2k bytes 1k bytes 63 bytes 6 dfn db 98arl01602d 8 pdip pc 98asb42420b 8 nb-soic sc 98asb42564b mc temperature range family memory status core (c = e40  c to 85  c) (9 = flash-based) 9 rs08 ka xx (mc = fully qualited) package designator (see table b-1 ) 2 memory designator (2 = 2k bytes) c (1 = 1k bytes)
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